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Although critics have observed Philip K. Dick' s references to empathy throughout his 

novels, short stories, and essays, no analysis has attempted to examine the role of empathy in his 

writings. In contrast to the element of ratiocination (or logical extrapolation) widely considered 

to be the hallmark of science fiction, Dick's fictions are held together by the value they primarily 

place not on reason, but on an empathic understanding of our actions and their effects upon the 

lives of other entities. Using two early short stories ("Beyond Lies the Wub" and "Roog"), two 

non-Earth ecologies (Do Androids Dream ofEiectric Sheep and Dr. Bloodmoney). I will 

demonstrate that Dick's works are united by an ethical imperative to understand the thoughts and 

emotions of others, human and nonhuman alike. 
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Introduction 

Despite the diversity within science fiction (or SF) since its golden age in the 

nineteen-forties, the common perception ofthe genre continues to emphasize 

ratiocination. As popularized by Isaac Asimov and other seminal SF writers, ratiocination 

"signifies a type of writing that solves, through logical processes, some sort of enigma" 

(Harmon 427). Like Arthur Conan Doyle in the mystery genre, Asimov and others 

established ratiocination as an emphasis in SF continued by current practitioners such as 

Gregory Benford and Kim Stanley Robinson. Asimov's combination of ratiocination and 

scientific extrapolation simply argued that reason (and the reasonable application of 

science) could effectively end a great majority of the world's dilemmas by avoiding the 

vagaries of anger, jealousy, love, and sympathy. 

Irrespective of Asimov's overwhelming popularity and with no great surprise, 

humans continued to act in an entirely irrational manner. From Asimov' s Foundation 

series to Benford's Galactic Center novels, such logical utopias fail as wonderfully and as 

miserably as the high modernist monoliths of Andre Gide and T.S. Eliot. Rather than 

breaking free of such illogical paradigms, science succumbs to the same problems 

ratiocination was intended to solve. The grand dream of science as a facilitator of positive 

change gives way to the compromised reality: science as a self-sustaining, accretive entity 

that operates independently. 



Suspicious of the limitations of reason, many SF writers stray from the aesthetic 

and thematic approach of ratiocination that typifies SF for so many people. Arthur C. 

Clarke balances hard science with mysticism in Childhood's End and his 2001 and Rama 

series. Feminist theory provides the frame through which Ursula LeGuin emphasizes 

science in The Left Hand of Darkness and The Dispossessed, and Douglas Adams' 

expanding knowledge of chaos, computers, and mathematical theory is constantly 

undercut by a self-deprecating humor-that prevents the reader from accepting any concept 

as dogma. 

Philip K. Dick's own distrust of science often leads readers to wonder ifhe is 

writing SF at all. Genre conventions such as interstellar travel, time-travel, androids, and 

alien life forms fill his pages, yet he rarely explains how they operate. Consider Dick's 

novel Clans of the Alphane Moon, in which the reader is never prodded to question the 

existence of empathic Ganymedan Slime Molds based on the supposed physical attributes 

of Ganymede, the traveling time elapsed between Ganymede and earth, or the 

physiological requirements of a creature equally at home on Ganymede, Earth, or an 

Alphane moon. Indeed, such contrivances seem as false as the unfortunate soul sweating 

beneath a rubber Godzilla suit. 

Though Dick provides few scientific details, his approach to writing shows the 

influence of the scientific method. Each novel or short story comprises an opportunity to 

conduct a human experiment, and Dick often performs the same experiment with varying 

conclusions, as in two of Dick's most celebrated novels -- Dr. Bloodmoney and Do 

Androids Dream of Electric Sheep. Both novels examine American culture in the 
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aftermath of devastation created by unchecked technology (specifically, orbital nuclear 

weapons); but the values of these post-holocaust societies differ, alternately spawning 

reverence for nature (as in Androids) or fear of nature (as in Bloodmoney) from the same 

paradigm-shattering event. 

The presence of such contradictory effects stemming from the same causes was no 

problem for Dick; in fact , the persistent popularity of his works stems from their 

resistance to neat conclusions. The final moments of Martian Time-Slip are 

characterized by ambiguity: some of the story ' s most incorrigible characters meet with ill 

fates, but others remain untouched. Likewise, there appears to be little correlation 

between good deeds and good fates , and the Dickian work that ends in unmitigated 

victory is rare 1
• Though Dick methodically approaches his compositions, the conflicting 

results of such experiments undermine ratiocination and its claims to objective solutions. 

The result is a critique of the genre from within it-- a highly post-modem retort to the 

gleaming triumphs of science fiction ' s "golden age." 

Dick ' s dissatisfaction with a rationalist aesthetic has been mentioned; critics have 

advanced several theories about what he substitutes: chief among them the role of 

empathy: 

The first and most prominent theme today can be seen in Phil's watershed 

work on the question of what divides humanity from all the intricacies of 

its creations. (Godersky XV) 
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What nevertheless is clear is that the androids as a class are lacking in 

empathy, which follows from Dick's abstractedness. (Wolk 122) 

Dick's humans, not his androids, dream of electric sheep (Barr 26). 

These passages represent the typical breadth of discussion concerning empathy in Dick 's 

works: brief mention of the theme, followed by abandonment of empathy to discuss other 

issues. What follows such references may be engrossing, but the lack of intense scrutiny 

of thi s empathy theme represents a considerable gap in criticism of Dick's works. 

Furthermore, passages like these associate empathy with an activity entirely non

empathic -- the use of empathy as a way of distinguishing and separating humans from 

other beings. The creation of such stratified divisions between human and non-human 

entities not only assumes that Dick himself makes a value judgment placing humans 

above other species (either mechanical or organic), but it represents Dick's formulation of 

empathy as a closed system that cannot possibly account for the diversity of existence. 

Such a homocentric view of empathy highlights its own inadequacy by ignoring the 

importance Dick attributes to an understanding of others' subjective experiences. 

In Dick' s own words: 

A human being without the proper empathy or feeling is the same as an 

android built so as to lack it, either by design or mistake. We mean, 

basically, someone who does not care about the fate that his fellow living 

creatures fall victim to; he stands detached, a spectator, acting out by his 

indifference John Donne ' s theorem that 'No man is an island,' but giving 
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the theorem a twist: That which is a mental and moral island is not a man 

(Dick's emphasis)" (Shifting Realities 211) 

Dick asserts that the ability to empathize with others -- to understand their thoughts and 

emotions -- represents the most important skill a human may possess. If our fates are 

inextricably linked to those of others as Dick suggests, then it is in our best interest to 

consider the interests of others before choosing a course of action. 

Yet Dick's ambiguous conclusions also suggest an understanding of empathy 

more sophisticated than the performance of good deeds simply to improve our own lot. If 

the protagonists of Dick's novels were always rewarded for their empathy, these works 

would be morality plays. Dick's refusal to correlate empathy with reward may be 

responsible for the inadequacy of critical discourse on the subject; for how can one argue 

that Dick consistently values empathy above all else if such behavior cannot be 

consistently correlated with any favorable result? 

Responding to a novel such as Androids in which non-empathetic behavior goes 

unchecked and empathetic behavior remains unrewarded, the reader experiences anger, 

sorrow, pity, disdain. We may even deride a protagonist for succumbing to naivete. Thus, 

Dick ' s recommendation of empathy rests upon nothing more than an ethical imperative-

an imperative to conduct oneself in an ethical manner (in this case, an empathetic 

manner) regardless of outcome or reward. Furthermore, such an imperative suits SF well 

by cutting through the anomalies created by genre conventions like time travel and the 

discovery of life beyond Earth. As we will see in Dick's first published short story 

'·Beyond Lies the Wub," empathic considerations could reveal to us whether our fears of 
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the new and unexplained are justified, or whether they represent extensions of prejudices 

and selfishness we have practiced for so long on Earth. 

Through an examination of empathy in relationships between humans as well as 

human relationships with non-standard humans, non-humans, and various alternate 

environments in two of Dick's early short stories ("Beyond Lies the Wub" and "Roog"), 

two of his non-Earth novels (Martian Time-Slip and Clans ofthe Alphane Moon), and two 

of his alternate-Earth ecologies (Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep and Dr. 

Bloodmoney), I will demonstrate that Dick' s works are united by an ethical imperative to 

understand the thoughts and emotions of others. Additionally, I intend this examination of 

empathy to unlock the sensitivity and humor embedded within the works of an author 

largely dismissed as a pulp genre writer, even after decades of tough-minded criticism. In 

this way, Dick' s legacy may attract more favorable attention to a genre adept at examining 

the most complex questions concerning human existence, and non-human existence as 

well. 

"We are all overlapping fields. " (Shifting Realities 222-23) 
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Short Stories 

"Beyond Lies the Wub" 

The subjective response ... when a Philip K. Dick book has been finished 

and put aside is that, upon reflection, it does not seem so much that one 

holds the memory of a story; rather, it is the after effects of a poem rich in 

metaphor that seem to remain. (Zelazny xxii) 

The ambiguous, dream-like persistence of Dick's imagery may account for the 

dearth of critical attention his stories attract. With their stingy reuse of settings (post

apocalyptic Earth, fifties suburbia, Orwellian state of oppression), stock characters 

(humble jack-of-all-trades, stifled housewife), and technologies (homeopapes 

[newspapers], autofac(tories], and androids), Dick's short fiction constitutes a seemingly 

amorphous bulk. In part the practice of paying SF writers by the word accounts for 

Dick' s repetitiveness; but recycled story elements also can be seen as the early 

development of a style that critiques the genre with its own economically-driven 

limitations. 

Convention reversal appears in Dick's first published short story, "Beyond Lies 

the Wub" (1952) ("Wub" Notes 403). The story opens amidst the hunting excursion of 

an Earthbound ship and its presumably military crew. The crew's heavy armament and 

rigid hierarchy are traditional in fifties SF films, but "Wub" ventures into ethical query 
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before reaching its violent climax. Focusing on a pause during a great military campaign, 

Dick chooses to examine the reactions of several characters to a sentient being that looks, 

smells, and apparently tastes like an enormous pig. The decision to forego the universal 

politics so common in SF may simply reflect the story's length, but the ethical dialogues 

that follow more strongly suggest that this story metaphorically alludes to similar 

microcosmic decisions in our own lives. If we consider our lives as epics that place the 

individual "I" at the center of action, then events like the one documented in "Wub" 

compels readers to consider the assumptions they construct to maintain the thrilling pace 

of our stories. 

This story involves the tendency of humans to subjugate. Dick scrutinizes the 

human process of gathering food to show how quickly the border between '·I" and "other" 

becomes indistinguishable. The story's opening lines contrast the crew' s Captain Franco 

with the "Optus" who leads the village supplying the crew with livestock. "His face sunk 

in gloom," the Optus exudes a deep dissatisfaction that Franco cannot ignore with the 

business deal : 

"What ' s the matter?" he said. "You're getting paid for all this." 

The Optus said nothing. He turned away, collecting his robes. 

The Captain put his boot on the hem of the robe. 

"Just a minute. Don't go off. I'm not finished. " 

"Oh?" the Optus turned with dignity. "I am going back to the village." He 

looked toward the animals and birds being driven up the gangplank into 

the spaceship. "I must organize new hunts." 
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Franco lit a cigarette. "'Why not? You people can go out into the veldt 

and track it all down again. But when we run out halfway between Mars 

and Earth--" 

The Optus went off, wordless. ("Wub" 27) 

This single, brief appearance of the Optus in the story's opening moments becomes a 

pencil sketch of Franco to be fleshed out through his Socratic dialogue with the wub later 

in the story. In contrast to the quiet "'dignity" of the Optus, Franco's open admission of 

the logic he employs to justify his manipulation of other, less powerful species reveals 

him to be a single-minded buffoon; but Franco's absence of empathy for the planet's 

indigenous cultures and species causes the Optus to view his own job as distasteful. The 

narrative leads the reader to believe that the Optus's culture regularly sells off species to 

more technologically advanced, spacefaring cultures in much the same way that Earth 

cultures without a strong technological base have sold their surrounding "resources," 

amassing enough wealth and power to prevent the encroachment of technological 

cultures. 

Though this incident casts such practices as unethical and non-empathetic, Dick 

avoids judging the Optus or his actions in this story. This reluctance to pass judgment 

reveals Dick's knowledge of his own fallibility. He may create a universe in which he 

alone is omniscient, but Dick' s narrators never boast omnipotence. Like the Optus, whose 

name implies omniscience, they occasionaly doubt their own actions. Doubt is critical to 

Dick's empathy theme, because his narrators' attempts to understand another's thoughts 
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or feelings can never be certain. Aware of his own fallibility, Dick simply expresses his 

reservations toward the Optus ' s practices 

In the story the Optus merely functions as a device through which Dick sketches 

the story's principal characters and setting, but Franco ' s monotonous lack of empathic 

response operates as a control in Dick 's early experimentation with empathy and its role 

in human actions. As each new character is introduced, Dick invites the reader to 

compare it with the always non-empathic Franco: 

He was just starting up after him, up the plank toward the port, when he 

saw it. 

·'My God!" He stood staring, his hands on his hips. Peterson was walking 

along the path, his face red, leading it by a string. 

"I'm sorry, Captain," he said, tugging at the string. Franco walked toward 

him. 

"What is it?" 

The wub stood sagging, its great body settling slowly. It was sitting down, 

its eyes half shut. A few flies buzzed about its flank, and it switched its 

tail. 

It sat. There was silence. ("Wub" 27-8) 

Though Dick's italicization of "it" three times may belabor the point, "it" conveys a 

foreboding tone redolent of creature features (It Came From Outer Space, The Thing, 

Them) of the 1950' s. We cannot avoid distancing ourselves from " it" because this 

narrative device forces us to join the crew: we are humans viewing something that resists 
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classification. By using the general category "it,'' we dismiss ourselves of any obligation 

to understand another being 's thoughts or emotions, we relinquish ourselves to a narrow 

range of responses: run away from it, move on and ignore it, lock it up, or kill it. Were it 

not subdued. the wub could also be considered dangerous or fearsome, if for no reason 

other than its unpleasant appearance. 

Dick undercuts this dramatic buildup, however, with Franco 's description of the 

wub ' s appearance: it is "a huge, dirty pig" ("Wub" 28). Though Peterson (the 

crewmember bringing the wub aboard the ship) claims that the native who sold him the 

wub "said it was a very unusual animal. Very respected," Franco simply sees a pig: 

"A huge pig. It must weigh four hundred pounds." Franco grabbed a tuft 

of the rough hair. The wub gasped. Its eyes opened, small and moist. 

Then its great mouth twitched. 

A tear rolled down the wub's cheek and splashed on the tloor. 

"Maybe it's good to eat," Peterson said nervously. 

"We' ll soon find out," Franco said. (28) 

Dick exaggerates to establish the Captain's character despite the story 's brevity. The 

wub's response to Franco's behavior appears exaggerated for the same reason; but there 

is one subtler characterization: Peterson, the story's true protagonist. Peterson initially 

apologizes for bringing the wub aboard, but as his Captain's dissatisfaction grows 

Peterson attempts to justify the wub ' s existence. Because reference to the wub ' s 

esteemed place among the natives bypasses Franco's narrow mind, Peterson must resort 
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to a suggestion of the Wub ' s only apparent use value-- its edibility -- to secure it a 

position on the ship just prior to takeoff 

After takeoff, the Captain summons two of his men to "fetch the wub upstairs so 

that he might perceive what manner of beast it was" (" Wub" 28). Dragged upstairs and 

kicked to attention, the wub awaits slaughter and receives empathy solely in Peterson' s 

provision of fresh water. Before the ship' s cook arrives, the wub interrupts the 

proceedings: "' Really Captain,' the wub said. 'I suggest we talk of other matters '" (29). 

The wub's speech stuns the crew, and Franco wonders "if there's a native inside it," 

suggesting they ·'should open it up and have a look" (29). In this passage, Dick's use of 

stereotypes (sadistic leader, helpless victim, hapless crew) operates satirically: the human 

crew's power to dominate the actions of the story ' s other creatures (and the narrative) 

ultimately reveals their own inane barbarism. The crew's speech conveys a tone 

reminiscent of a stereotypical primitive culture confronted by a visitor with apparently 

supernatural technology. Only after the wub' s repeated attempts to dissuade Franco from 

killing it does Franco accept the possibility of its sentience and allow it an opportunity to 

argue for its life . 

Franco questions the wub to size up its mental ability. The story quickly reveals 

that the wub is a telepath with extraordinary intelligence (explaining its rapid acquisition 

of English): these skills enable it to exist as a scavenger and rely on wits rather than 

agility to persist and enjoy life as well. Describing itself as "tolerant, eclectic, catholic," 

the wub further indicates no grudge against those who wish to eat it, but simply the 

opportunity to "live and let live" ("Wub" 30). The wub even expresses an aesthetic sense 
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of its own, complimenting the Captain: "'A nice apartment you have here, Captain. You 

keep it quite neat. I respect lifeforms that are tidy. Some Martian birds are quite tidy. 

They throw things out of their nests and sweep them." (30). 

Franco soon loses interest in the wub ' s comments and reverts to the topic of 

dinner; but the wub regains control of the conversation with a final appeal to the 

Captain ' s mind and emotions: 

·'You spoke of dining on me. The taste, I am told, is good. A little fatty, 

but tender. But how can any lasting contact be established between your 

people and mine if you resort to such barbaric attitudes? Eat me? Rather 

you should discuss questions with me, philosophy, the arts -" 

The Captain stood up. '·Philosophy. It might interest you to know that we 

will be hard put to find something to eat for the next month." 

"But wouldn' t it be more in accord with your principles of democracy if 

we all drew straws, or something along that line? After all , democracy is 

to protect the minority from just such infringements. Now, if each of us 

casts one vote-" 

The Captain walked to the door. 

"Nuts to you," he said. (30) 

The humor of having your meal boast its own delectability is lost on the Captain, but 

Dick' s irony underscores the inadequacies of Franco ' s logic. The wub meets (or exceeds) 

any human test of intelligence or empathy (such a test will become pivotal to Dick' s 

exploration of empathy in Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?); yet Franco may still 
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justify using the wub as food because it cannot be classified as human. Regardless of 

dietary proclivities, many readers may wonder why Franco would continue his plans to 

eat the wub in light of its tremendous struggle to avoid being eaten. With plenty of other 

food already secured for the trip, Franco's persistence can only be explained as a 

draconian impulse to preserve the power he wields over the wub, and the crew as well (a 

reminder to Peterson and the crew that their property is Franco's property, too). Franco·s 

power to determine the wub's fate comprises his sole reason for having the wub as 

dinner, not for dinner. 

Unable to counter the wub's argument, Franco opens the cabin door and "opens 

his mouth" to speak, but nothing happens. With Franco frozen on the spot ("his mouth 

wide, his eyes staring, his fingers still on the knob"), the wub "watched him" as "it 

padded out of the room ... . deep in meditation" ("Wub" 31 ). The story then shifts settings 

to the ship 's commissary, where the wub and Peterson (his owner) converse: 

"I find in your Odysseus a figure common to the mythology of most self

conscious races. As I interpret it, Odysseus wanders as an individual 

aware of himself as such. This is the idea of separation, of separation from 

family and country. The process of individuation." 

"But Odysseus returns to his home." Peterson looked out the port 

window, at the stars, endless stars, burning intently in the empty universe. 

"Finally he goes home." 
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"As must all creatures. The moment of separation is a temporary period, a 

brief journey of the soul. It begins, it ends. The wanderer returns to land 

and race.·· ("Wub" 31) 

The wub 's comments foreshadow the consciousness swapping in this story's ironic 

conclusion. Beyond the decidedly homocentric criteria for judging sentience, the wub 

evokes Jungian " individuation" to remind us that our bodies may just be the current 

manifestation of an essence that has existed before and will exist beyond its current 

phys ical manifestation (perhaps as part of a combined noosphere of which each soul or 

essence is simply a minuscule working part of its larger consciousness). In this context, 

empathy is not only an effort to understand the thoughts and feelings of others, but also to 

understand oneself by concentrating on the characteristics that are universal to all beings. 

Franco interrupts the discussion upon his return. Brandishing his gun he is 

prepared to conclude the debate over the wub's demise, but the wub resumes the attempt 

to reason with Franco: 

" It is interesting," the wub said, "that you are obsessed with the idea of 

eating me. I wonder why." 

"You are quite afraid, aren't you?" the wub said. "Have I done anything to 

you? I am against the idea of hurting. All I have done is try to protect a 

being like yourselves. I was curious to see your ship, learn about you." 

("Wub" 32) 

Franco ' s desire to devour the wub stems from a fear of having his power usurped. The 

wub ' s superior reasoning falls upon deaf ears with Franco; yet Peterson has listened, and 
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he tries to end the standoff by asserting his ownership of the wub. This might have 

worked earlier in the conflict, but Franco has now seen the possibility of his own power 

vanishing, and he responds unempathetically by aiming the gun at Peterson instead. 

Having turned a gun on a loyal crewmember, Franco's concept of the "other" is seen as 

··not I. " Perhaps as an attempt to avoid Peterson's death as well as its own, the wub draws 

Franco's anger back toward itself with one final empathic appeal in the form of a dare: 

"Can you look me in the eye and do it?" the wub said. "Can you do that?" 

The Captain gazed down. "I can look you in the eye:' he said, 

"Back on the farm we had hogs, dirty razorback hogs. I can do it." 

Staring down at the wub, into the gleaming, moist eyes, he 

pressed the trigger. ("Wub" 33) 

Faced with the Captain's learned suspension of empathy, the wub's final attempt to sway 

him psychologically fails, sealing both their fates. 

In the final scene, set on the ship's dining table amidst a lavish feast, French and 

Jones refuse to join the Captain's wubmeat binge, but Peterson remains at the table 

"staring down at his plate, at the potatoes, the green peas, and at the thick slab of tender, 

warm meat" ("Wub" 33). Sensing Peterson's apprehension, the Captain reminds him that 

"it is only organic matter, now" because "the life essence is gone." In this passage, the 

texture of Franco's speech represents the first of several hints to Peterson (and to the 

reader) that the wub has somehow swapped bodies with Franco. Dick's suggestion that 

eye contact is how the wub swapped souls further emphasizes empathy: Franco's lack of 

it and the wub ' s self-defensive use of it. 
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In an earlier headnote to the story Dick suggests the potential "survival-value" of 

empathy: 

In this story, empathy (on the part of the wub, who looks like a big pig and 

has the feelings of a man) becomes an actual weapon for survival. 

Empathy is defined as the ability to put yourself in someone else ' s place. 

The wub does this even better than we ordinarily suppose could be done: 

its spiritual capacity is its literal salvation. The wub was my idea of a 

higher life form; it was then and it is now. (Shifting 1 06-07) 

Even in his first published short story, empathy is more than a mere point used to 

distinguish humans from other beings; Dick also asserts that empathy precludes viewing 

any beings simply as a commodities like Franco at the close of Dick' s story, the most 

impressive human specimen is distinguished by its ability to truly understand others --the 

quality possessed by a "higher life form," no matter what its form. 
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"Roog" 

I see that dogdom is in every way a marvelous institution. Apart from us 

dogs there are all sorts of creatures in the world, wretched, limited, dumb 

creatures who have no language but mechanical cries; many of us dogs 

study them, have given them names, try to help them, educate them, uplift 

them, and so on. For my part I am quite indifferent to them except when 

they try to disturb me, I confuse them with one another, I ignore them. But 

one thing is too obvious to have escaped me; namely how little inclined 

they are, compared with us dogs, to stick together, how silently and 

unfamiliarly and with what a curious hostility they pass each other by, how 

only the basest of interests can bind them together for a little in ostensible 

union, and how often these very interests give rise to hatred and conflict. 

(Kafka 37) 

This passage from Franz Kafka's early short story "Investigations of a Dog" 

(1922) is reminiscent of Dick's habit of placing himself in the minds of"others." Kafka 

also had predecessors as far back as "The Golden Ass" of Apuleius and the 

transformations of Greek myth that inspired Apuleius; but Kafka adds his own variation. 

Unlike the magically transformed protagonist of "The Golden Ass," "Investigations of a 

Dog" provides no explanation for the reader's opportunity to experience animal 
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consciOusness. This refusal to explain allows Kafka to bypass the earlier morality play 

(Apuleius ' s protagonist only regains human form once he has earnestly understood the 

moral decrepitude that led to his transformation into an ass), and to analyze human 

alienation . In early twentieth-century Prague, Kafka sees the religion that saved 

Apuleius ' s narrator as one of several systems (politics, science, nature) that collectively 

grind away at an individual ' s spirit-- an oppressive state that accounts for the dog 's 

untimely, unkind demise devoid of redemption. 

Thirty-five years later, Philip K. Dick also composed a story seen from the 

viewpoint of a dog; and like Kafka, Dick adds his own innovation to this narrative device. 

"Roog" (1957) describes three days in the life of the dog Boris, who thinks that the local 

garbage collectors are aliens. Boris ' s communication to the reader and the story's other 

characters is limited to facial expressions, gestures, and the voiced expletive "Roog! " (a 

stark contrast to Kafka' s erudite canine). Dick overcomes Boris ' s limited narrativity by 

peppering the story with snippets of the viewpoint of Boris ' s owner Alf Cardossi . In a 

note written twenty-five years after the publication of "Roog" in Fantasy and Science 

Fiction, Dick identifies this story as a precursor to his often analyzed multiple viewpoint 

technique: 

So here, in a primitive form, is the basis of much of my twenty-seven years 

of professional writing: the attempt to get into another person's head, or 

another creature's head, and see out from his eyes or its eyes, and the more 

different that person is from the rest of us, the better. ("Roog" notes 402-

03) 
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Like the contrast Dick constructed between the Captain the Optus and the Wub, ·'Roog" 

shifts between Boris the dog, and Alf, the human and master, demonstrating that Boris 

·'has developed a complete system of beliefs, a world view totally different from ours, but 

logical given the evidence he is basing it on" ( 402). 

Boris's behavior seems natural at first: barking at pedestrians, darting across the 

yard, bumping into the fence, and laying about with "his red tongue hanging" ("Roog" 

13). While Boris obsessively stares at the path running past the house, Alf Cardossi and 

his wife begin their morning ritual (drinking coffee and reading the paper) as a part of the 

larger suburban awakening so subtly expressed by Dick. Neither Boris nor Mrs. Cardossi 

has fetched the morning paper for Alf, so he goes out to the yard to have a few words 

with Boris: 

At the fence Boris lay, black and furry, his tongue out. 

"Put the tongue in," Alf said. The dog looked quickly up. His tail beat 

against the ground. "The tongue," Alf said. "Put the tongue in." 

The dog and the man looked at one another. The dog whined. His eyes 

were bright and feverish. 

"Roog!" he said softly. 

"What?" Alf looked around. "Someone coming? The paperboy come?'' 

The dog stared at him, his mouth open. 

"You certainly upset these days," Alf said. "You better take it easy. We 

both getting too old for excitement." ("Roog" 14) 
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Because humans frequently enjoy anthropomorphizing their pets, it is not uncommon for 

us to inanely request that our pets not perform bodily functions essential for them yet 

disturbing in human behavior; but this dialogue indicates that Boris 's behavior is 

abnormal for Boris -- our first indication that Dick is not only attempting to depict the 

consciousness of a dog, but a disturbed dog as well. 

Around noon the next day, the second passage of "Roog" places Boris relaxing 

beneath a tree in the verdant splendor of his backyard ("children hurried by, laughing and 

talking ... . birds were playing, squawking and chattering to each other") until he spots 

'"two Roogs sitting on the fence, watching him" ("Roog" 14). The Roogs ' sudden 

appearance amidst children and birds indicates that Boris is capable of distinguishing 

other beings from Roogs, even unfamiliar ones. In Boris ' s world, there are familiar and 

unfamiliar humans, there are other animals, and then there are Roogs, who are 

particularly dangerous because they have discussions like this: 

"He ' s big," the first Roog said. "Most Guardians aren't as big as this." 

The other Roog nodded, his head wobbling on his neck. Boris watched 

them without moving, his body stiff and hard ... . 

"How is the offering urn?" the first Roog said. "Is it almost full?" 

"Yes." the other nodded. "Almost ready." 

"You, there! " the first Roog said, raising his voice. "Do you hear me? 

We've decided to accept the offering, this time. So you remember to let us 

in. No nonsense, now." 

''Don't forget," the other added. "It won't be long." 
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Boris said nothing. ("Roog" 14) 

Unless the garbage collectors in this neighborhood spend their lunch hours sitting on 

people's fences, Boris 's observation is indicative of a troubled mind. In his story notes, 

Dick admits that Boris "has been driven crazy by these weekly raids on the garbage can" 

and thereby "'reached a point of desperation" ("Roog Notes" 402). 

But why should Dick depict a ''crazy" dog in a story purportedly concocted to 

create a "voice for those without voices" ("Roog" notes 402)? Dick's musings on the 

status of his own sanity aside, Boris 's instability enables the reader to feel empathy for a 

non-human being, and one moreover commonly thought to be unintelligent. His 

instability is further compounded by his inability to communicate his experiences: 

Boris whined, looking intently up into the man's face. 

"You a good dog, Boris," Alf said. "You pretty big, too, for a dog. You 

don't remember long ago how you used to be only a little bit of a puppy." 

Boris leaned against the man' s leg. 

"You a good dog," Alf murmured. "I sure wish I knew what is on your 

mind." 

He went inside the house. ("Roog"" 15) 

Boris ' s attempt to convey the impending Roog invasion to Alf resembles the wub' s 

arguments with Franco; he believes his own situation to be as grave as the wub' s but his 

communication of that situation falls upon equally dumb ears. Unfortunately for Boris, 

neither his well meaning "master" Alf nor a deus ex machina like the wub ' s soul

swapping capability will prevent his condition from worsening. Alfs desire to understand 
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Boris ("I sure wish I knew what is on your mind"), relegates the problem to a matter of 

miscommunication. Mutual communications fill this story (Alf and hi s wife talk and eat 

together, children share laughter, birds play together), but problems arise when Roogs 

begin communicating with Boris and he cannot compare his observations with another to 

disregard such troubling episodes. Alf may never establish a clear understanding of 

Boris ' s thoughts and fears, but their miscommunication stems from Alfs (and the 

readers ') empathic response. 

The next sunrise is "cold and ominous" ("Roog" 15). As the horrifying sounds of 

the Roogs ' truck draw nearer, Boris's anxiety multiplies: 

From far off, a long way away, a faint sound came, a kind of crashing 

sound. 

"Roog! " Boris cried, looking around. He hurried to the gate and stood up, 

his paws on top of the fence . 

In the distance the sound came again, louder now, not as far away as 

before. It was a crashing, clanging sound, as if something were being 

rolled back, as if a great door were being opened. 

"Roog!" Boris cried. He stared up anxiously at the darkened windows 

above him. Nothing stirred, nothing. 

And along the street the Roogs came. The Roogs and their truck moved 

along, bouncing against the rough stones, crashing and whirring. 

"Roog!" Boris cried, and he leaped, his eyes blazing. (15) 
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As Dick elevates the narrative tension, we begin sharing Boris's emotion. The garbage 

truck cacophony grows louder and stranger, its arrival accompanied by a stone-crushing 

volume juxtaposed with the subdivision' s predawn silence. The appearance of the Roogs 

and their raid on the trash can justifies Boris 's fear: ·'One of the Roogs popped an egg 

shell into his mouth. His teeth crunched the egg shell" ("Roog" 17). The composite 

image presented here is momentarily disturbing, then humorous for readers because we 

know the Roogs to be garbage collectors. 

The Roogs depart, but Dick complicates this otherwise straightforward tale of a 

crazy dog by continuing the Roogs' discussion beyond Boris's sight or hearing: 

"Come on," the other Roog said to the lingering Roog at the fence . 

They walked up the path. 

"'Well, except for these little places around the Guardians, this area is well 

cleared," the biggest Roog said. "I'll be glad when this particular Guardian 

is done. He certainly causes a lot of trouble." 

"Don't be impatient," one of the Roogs said. He grinned. "Our truck is full 

enough as it is. Let's leave something for next week." 

All the Roogs laughed. 

They went on up the path, carrying the offering in the dirty, sagging 

blanket. ("Roog" 17) 

The narrative 's continuation beyond Boris's experience forces us to apply whatever 

critical tools we were using in judging Boris's sanity and direct them back toward 

ourselves in a process that further augments our empathy for Boris. Because Boris's 
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experience represents our only confirmation of the Roogs ' existence, any criticism of 

Boris ' s intelligence or sanity also applies to readers. Like "Wub," "Roog" concludes 

with an ironic twist; yet "Roog" forces readers to review their own experiences of the 

story's events . 

If we cannot be certain of our own experiences, how can we be sure that we 

understand the consciousness of others? The communication failures in "Roog" show the 

difficulty of attempting to comprehend the consciousness of any "other." If Dick valued 

empathy merely in terms of results, this picture of its failure would undercut it; for Dick' s 

formulation of empathy never guarantees beneficial results. In Dick ' s universe, Boris 

coexists with the Roogs and events do not always correlate with a discernible cause. Dick 

recommends empathy on faith as the ethical course in an illogical universe. 

In a posthumously published endnote for "Roog," Dick relates an anecdote 

stressing the importance of empathy in the story: 

I spoke to a high school class who had been assigned the story, and all of 

the kids understood it. Interestingly, it was a blind student who seemed to 

grasp the story best. He knew from the beginning what the word Roog 

meant. He felt the dog's despair, the dog's frustrated fury and the bitter 

sense of defeat over and over again. ("Roog Notes" 402) 

In his Preface to the collected essays and letters of Dick (The Dark-Haired Girl), editor 

Paul Williams warns: 

This is a tale told by an unreliable narrator, who recognizes his own 

unreliability and yet at the same time believes everything he says. If you 
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in tum allow yourself to believe uncritically everything he says, you are a 

damn fool. Watch out. Especially if you think you are not a damn fool , 

watch out. (Williams xiv) 

No critic has verified or denied that Dick sat in on a high school class that read "Roog," 

that "'Roog" was included in one secondary school anthology or that there was a blind 

student in the class; but the verifiability of this anecdote is also irrelevant. Amidst the 

confusing point-of-view dilemmas in "Roog," the opportunity to share an empathic 

moment with a non-human, non-speaking creature affords the story its charm; and the 

notion that a "blind kid" most clearly experienced this empathic response conveys the 

symbolic blindness those who are incapable of making such an empathic leap. 

"Roog" and "Beyond Lies the Wub" require readers to understand the thoughts of 

non-human protagonists. Unlike the explorations of non-human consciousness in Kafka 

or Apuleius, the fiction of Dick requires us to understand the emotions of an "other." 

Empathy manifests itself as a potential survival skill in both works (empathy precipitates 

the wub's survival, and Alfs inability to communicate with Boris prevents an empathic 

connection that could save the dog from further suffering). In the alien ecologies of 

Martian Time-Slip and Clans of the Alphane Moon, Dick complicates the issue of 

empathy by using multiple viewpoints, dozens of non-humans, and altered-humans. 
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Alien Ecologies 

Martian Time-Slip 

One of three novels Dick published in 1964, Martian Time-Slip shows Dick' s 

development into a seasoned, writer2
. The novel is a favorite among critics because it is 

seen as the high-water mark of Dick ' s much vaunted "multiple-viewpoint style." Though 

seen in earlier works (notably in Eye in the Sky and Time Out of Joint), viewpoint is 

manipulated through nine viewpoint characters in Time-Slip whose narratives contradict 

each other. Clearly concerned with the thoughts and emotions of his characters, Dick' s 

narrative style demonstrates how differently numerous people may view the same event. 

Despite the simplicity of this concept, the variety of subjective experiences related to a 

single event may spawn drastic problems: consider the varying subjective responses of 

Boris, Alf Cardossi, and the reader in "Roog." Thus, the multiple-viewpoint style 

represents a natural outgrowth ofDick' s empathy theme. 

In addition to this slew of interpersonal relationships, Dick must also include the 

settlers' attitudes toward the indigenous "Bleekmen," the altered human children born on 

Mars, and a new environment. Such complexities would normally create a great deal of 

empathy to sort out; but as Thomas Disch pointedly contends, "In Dick, the colonization 

ofthe solar system simply results in new and more dismal suburbs being built" (12) . The 

contrast between life on Earth and life on Mars strengthens the metaphorical impact of 
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Time-Slip and allows the reader to apply Dick ' s experiment in empathy to contemporary, 

Earthbound problems. 

The Mars of Dick 's novel suggests that, given the opportunity to begin life on a 

new planet, we would replicate the same problems that exist on Earth today. Settlements 

distinguished by nationality (American, Japanese, Israeli) and economy (affluent "union 

towns" of tradespeople sprawl in contrast to the spartan suburbs of farmers and unskilled 

workers) wherever water is plentiful; and the indigenous Bleekmen have been forced into 

a nomadic existence in the desert areas between settlements. Water is the currency of 

Mars, and those with the most power (such as Arnie Kott, president of the plumbers ' 

union) distinguish themselves by their conspicuous consumption of water: showers, 

saunas and lavish, foreign agriculture. Capitalism (not empathy) rules Mars, leaving the 

Bleekmen, the "anomalous" children, and non-union repairmen like protagonist Jack 

Bohlen struggling to survive on a planet too expensive to leave. 

The novel opens through the viewpoint of Silvia Bohlen, housewife of the story's 

protagonist repairman Jack Bohlen and one of apparently many prescription drug abusers 

on Mars. A harsh noise pulls her "from the depths of Phenobarbital slumber .... damaging 

her perfect state of nonself' (Time-Slip 7). Silvia Bohlen has many reasons to escape her 

reality in an artificially induced "state of nonself': the job that keeps her husband away all 

weekdays and some weekends, hours of prattle with other housewives, nearly complete 

responsibility for raising her son David, and the repetitive, underappreciated tasks 

required of a settlement housewife. As Thomas Disch notes, Martian life for Silvia 

hardly differs from that of many American suburban housewives of the time, including 
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her use of drugs. Like Boris the dog, Silvia craves the opportunity to share her feelings 

(especially with her husband) . This results in her disastrous affair with the equally lonely 

Otto Zitte toward the novel 's conclusion. 

Having glimpsed Silvia's emotional pain, the reader receives a greater 

understanding of her cold reaction to the shutting off of her neighbors ' water supply. 

Despite Norbert Steiner' s pleas for sympathy (he speaks German to the official in hopes 

that his request will be considered a favor between people with a shared ancestry, but the 

official is actually Russian), the official completes his task, then refills the storage tank 

atop the Bohlen's home. The sound of the water falling upon the tin basin above Silvia's 

head registers as pangs of guilt as her son reminds her of past favors from the Steiners 

never repaid; but the morning's events have left her "irritable," and the only action she 

feels motivated enough to take is a trip to the medicine cabinet for her bottle of "small 

green heart-shaped pills" that keep her awake between doses of Phenobarbital (Time-Slip 

9)3 
. The same pills she uses to avoid the realities of her environment dull her empathy for 

the Steiners' grave situation -- an empathic failure Dick calls a "perfect state of nonself." 

As mentioned, Silvia chooses to have her affair with the equally lonely Otto Zitte. 

As Norbert Steiner's partner in a black market import business, Otto repairs and 

maintains the small rocketships that transport their stock from Earth to a small clearing 

amidst "the wastelands of the FOR Mountains" (Time-Slip 82). His responsibilities in 

the partnership require him to practically "live in the wastelands ... alienated from society 

for weeks on end, growing more and more lonely, more embittered all the time. " Even 

the nomadic "Bleekmen" appear less "cut off from everyone." 
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We soon discover that Otto was once a "bona fide Goodmember" of the 

Extraterrestrial Repairmen's Union, Martian Branch, until a husband discovers his habit 

of trading repairs for sex "with certain housewives living out in remote tracts, very lonely 

women whose husbands stayed in the city five days a week" (Time-Slip 82). Eventually 

discharged from the union ·'for giving socialized repair," Otto successfully turned to 

black market sales until larger operations squeezed him out ("his judgment had been too 

good; his line had sold too well") . This series of indignities has in tum fed his anger and 

whittled away at his capacity for empathy. Along with his hatred of Bleekmen (whom 

Otto considers "toads"), his clients ("screw them all .... Bunch of animals"), and even 

himself (recognizing the "stupidity" of his behavior), Otto's hatred intensifies within his 

fortress of solitude, his crucible of "silent, desolate rock hills, with only a few shrubs, 

dried up and dying, as far as the eye could see." Like Franco in "Wub," Otto allows this 

failure of empathy to destroy him: 

Wow, how he hated the bastards; his hatred had warped his life and he 

recognized that -- and he did nothing about it: he wanted it to warp him. 

He wanted to keep on hating them, the vast monolithic structure, wherever 

it existed. (Time-Slip 82) 

Despite this loss of empathy, Otto soon demonstrates the energy required to keep 

anger fed. In exchange for some of Otto's stock, a wandering group ofBleekmen offers 

the sexual favors of one of its members as payment. From their gaunt, tattered 

appearance ("skinny," "shriveled" beings with eggshells for canteens) to the double

entendre within their formal greeting ("Rains are falling from me onto your valuable 
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person"), the Bleekmen convey a tremendous sense of humor despite their grave 

circumstance. Conversely, their frailty suggests a larger vulnerability manifest within 

their environment. Like the Optus in "Wub," they unemotionally offer whatever 

resources lie at their disposal in order to survive. This particular offer penetrates Otto 's 

anger and forces him to reflect upon the ethical decrepitude of his own behavior. His 

realization becomes more stark by a sudden awareness that his need for companionship is 

as desperate as the Bleekmen's need for food and water. 

Like many of Dick's characters, Otto construes this glimmering of understanding 

and empathy as insanity: 

"I'm going crazy," he said to himself, his jaw stiff, his tongue swelling up 

so that he could hardly talk. His chest ached. And then, to his 

amazement, he began to cry. Jesus, he thought in fright, I really am going 

crazy; I'm breaking down. Why? Tears rolled down his cheeks. He 

hadn't cried in years. What's this all about? he wondered. His mind had 

no concept in it; it was only his body bawling away, and he was a spectator 

to it. 

But it brought him relief. (Time-Slip 84) 

Otto ' s tears are a symbol of great pertinence to life on Mars, both emotionally and 

economically. Through the Bleekmen, Dick establishes water as a metaphor for empathy. 

On Mars, empathy is as rare as water; and in contrast to the harsh Martian landscape, the 

presence of water ensures emotion as well as life. 
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Conversely, such characters as Arnie Kott hoard the world' s water, even bathe in 

it; such characters rarely give their own water to others. In a passage that defines both 

Kott and Jack Bohlen, the men are ordered to respond to a call to help several dehydrated 

Bleekmen. Bohlen gladly responds, but Kott only does so because his pilot must comply 

to keep his license. Once on the desert floor , both Jack and Kott set the tone of their 

relationship throughout the novel : 

Jack called up to the big bald-headed man seated within, "Doesn't it make 

you feel good to know you saved the lives of five people?" 

The bald-headed man looked down at him and said, "Five niggers, you 

mean. I don't call that saving five people. Do you?" 

"Yeah, I do," Jack said. "And I intend to continue doing so." 

"Go ahead, call it that," the bald-headed man said. Flushing, he glanced 

over at Jack's 'copter, read the markings on it. "See where it gets you." 

(Time-Slip 29) 

The Bleekmen reward Jack with a "water witch" ("the source of life, any time you need" 

[30]) that will alter the novel ' s closing events; and Kott decides to fire his pilot and to 

make life difficult for Jack in the future. 

Kott ' s lack of empathy can also be seen in his response to the suicide of Norbert 

Steiner, his black market supplier of Earth delicacies. Norbert Steiner' s viewpoint fills 

only the third chapter of Time-Slip, but his suicide at the chapter's end affects the course 

of events in the novel. Little in Norbert ' s life seems devastating enough to warrant 

suicide. Though we have witnessed his water flow problems at home, this chapter 
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confirms Silvia' s suspicion that the Steiners ' water tank has no leak. Had it befallen the 

Bohlens, water shortage would have been a tremendous problem; but Norbert certainly 

earns enough to rectify the situation. Coupled with his black market partnership with 

Otto in the trade of exotic Terran foods, Norbert makes his respectable money as the 

purveyor of health foods by and for settlers. He also receives income from his 

clandestine rocket network to Earth by trafficking in a Martian grass that may be 

processed into a substance that "very much resembled hashish." But Norbert refuses to 

partake of his own supply: "Steiner had never tried the stuff himself; to him, physical and 

moral health were one -- he believed in his health foods and neither smoked nor drank" 

(Time-Slip 32). 

Even with such healthy habits, Norbert becomes depressed, brooding over the 

secret "shame" he feels about his autistic son Manfred: 

To have an autistic child was a special shame, because the psychologists 

believed that the condition came from a defect in the parents, usually a 

schizoid temperament. Manfred Steiner, age ten, had never spoken a 

word. He ran about on tiptoe, avoiding people as if they were things, 

sharp-pointed and dangerous. (Time-Slip 34) 

Manfred lives with other "anomalous" children at a special camp in the New Israeli 

settlement. The stigma attached to having such a child prompts parents like Norbert (and 

Arnie Kott, whose love child by activist Anne Esterhazy is physically deformed) to deny 

the existence of their children; and, like Norbert, these parents often mask their situations 

with an open hostility toward the Israelis and their settlement. Norbert blames his wife's 
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unemotional parenting for Manfred's condition, but he may as well blame the Israelis, the 

psychologists, or all of Mars. Regardless of which party receives blame, Norbert's 

demise will come about because he remains incapable of overcoming his own guilt and 

focusing upon the recovery of his child. 

Prior to visiting Manfred, Norbert stops at Anne Esterhazy' s gift shop in New 

Israel to purchase a present for him. Because their common predicament allows them to 

discuss their children freely, Anne informs Norbert about recent rumors that a bill 

designed to close the camp and "put the children to sleep" is currently under 

consideration on Earth. Although the camp appears to be harmless, Anne explains the 

impetus behind the bill: 

"they don't want to see what they call 'defective stock' appearing on the 

colonial planets. They want to keep the race pure. Can you understand 

that? I can, and yet I -- well, I can't agree. Probably because of my own 

child .... They're not worried about the anomalous children at Home, 

because they don't have the aspirations for themselves that they do for us. 

You have to understand the idealism and anxiety which they have about us 

.... Do you remember how you felt before you emigrated here with your 

family? Back Home they see the existence of anomalous children on Mars 

as a sign that one of Earth's major problems has been transplanted into the 

future, because we are the future, to them ... " (Time-Slip 37-8) 

Anne exhibits an empathetic nature rare among the lonely, anger-filled population on 

Mars. As Patricia Warrick comments: 
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The person who lives successfully must somehow balance his mind on the 

invisible edge between polarities and also between the inner and outer 

view. He must be able to flip out of his head, break through the glass of 

darkness that locks him in a solipsistic universe, and see himself from the 

point of view of the other. The power that makes this journey possible is 

the power of empathy. (Warrick 30) 

Her ability to understand the Terrans ' hatred and yet maintain her own love for her 

anomalous child makes Anne Esterhazy one of the most well-adjusted humans on Mars. 

Anne ' s decision to divorce herself of Arnie, Lewiston, and their destructive 

lifestyle in favor of New Israel fits well within her character. The Israeli settlement owes 

its success to cooperation both between women and men and between humans and their 

environment. Because their wealth is shared and redistributed within the settlement, the 

Israelis lack the opulence and the high profile of the Lewistown settlement that Terrans 

consider to be the sole successful area on Mars. Anne's commentary also summarizes the 

Terran conceptualization of Martian life that stifles the settlers. Viewed as an Edenic 

wilderness where life may begin anew without the stigma of human failures on Earth, 

Terran expectations of the Martian colonies are as cruel as they are unrealistic. In Clans 

of the Alphane Moon, Dick shows his rejection of any belief that the human race can be 

saved by sifting out its undesirable elements through murder or exile. Such a desire is as 

pathetic as Otto's denial of his own role in his unhappy life. Given the barbaric attitudes 

of humans still on Earth, we must wonder which planet is the prison, and which is Eden. 
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Norbert's visit to Manfred complicates his feelings. The camp's counselor Miss 

Milch, and psychologist Dr. Milton Glaub, express inexhaustible hope for Manfred's 

recovery through music and technology; but Manfred's inability to recognize or 

communicate with his father fosters dangerous feelings in Norbert. He momentarily 

considers writing a letter in support of the rumored bill, then recoils from the idea: 

His thoughts frightened him. Murder of Manfred -- he recognized it. My 

hatred of him coming out, released by this news. I see why they're 

debating it in secret; many people have this hate, I bet. Unrecognized 

inside. (Time-Slip 40-l) 

Despite the favorable prognosis for Manfred's recovery, Norbert leaves the camp more 

dejected than ever. He stops for a drink to calm himself, but his encounter with a 

bartender who believes that "the Nazis were right.. .. weeding out the inferior genetic 

strains" pushes him to consider what good he accomplishes by remaining alive. Unable 

to answer this question, Norbert walks out from the bar, looks to the street, and throws 

himself before an enormous tractor-bus. 

Though the approaches of Miss Milch and Dr. Glaub will never succeed, both 

characters' insistence upon finding an alternative mode of cornrnunication with Manfred 

demonstrates some degree of empathy on their part. The sirens of ambulances rushing to 

the scene of Norbert's death are heard at the camp, where Miss Milch is performing a 

musical exercise with the children. The rising wail of the sirens causes Manfred to raise 

his head and walk toward the window in search of the sound's source, prompting Miss 

Milch to play T chaikovsky even louder under the erroneous assumption that Manfred's 
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actions have been aroused by the music. Like the blind child who understood "Roog," 

Manfred's behavior and Miss Milch's misunderstanding once again demonstrate Dick's 

belief that "kids understand," that "they are wiser than adults" (Coil . V3 413) 

Dr. Glaub describes Manfred's problem as one oftemporal misalignment: 

A derangement in the sense of time in the autistic individual, so that the 

environment around him is so accelerated that he cannot cope with it, in 

fact, he is unable to perceive it properly, precisely as we would be if we 

faced a speeded-up television program, so that objects whizzed by so fast 

as to be invisible, and sound was a gobbledegook -- you know? Just 

extremely high-pitched mishmash. (Time-Slip 41) 

What Glaub and others perceive as a defect may actually be an as yet unrealized normal 

characteristic of Mars-born humans. Perhaps the ever-accelerating capitalist system that 

wields an overwhelming force of change (not necessarily positive) is the dysfunctional 

way to live on Mars. On a landscape so simple that the most complex human minds 

cannot comprehend a way to tame it, the most fitting character would seem to require an 

eye for the subtleties of environmental change. Conversely, the sensitivity to subtle 

change nurtured by the Martian landscape would be hopelessly overwhelmed by the 

explosions of color and activity of dense forest or southern swamps. Mars-born children 

such as Manfred could be discovering their link to the environment that has become so 

troublesome for human settlers, and this link is their means of communication. 

Manfred 's environmental link also explains why the Bleekmen will be successful in their 
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attempts to communicate with the boy when all human attempts (even the well-meaning 

attempts of Milch, Glaub, and Jack) will fail. 

The indigenous Bleekmen share many characteristics with autistic humans like 

Manfred, the most controversial of which is their rumored precognition. Arnie Kott's 

slave Bleekman Heliogabalus even knows of a rock formation on Mars called Dirty 

Knobby that Bleekmen interact with to gain clearer precognition of future events. Such 

power would be priceless to Kott, but the rock's spirit cannot be used by normal humans. 

Aware of the possibility that autistics and schizophrenics have precognitive powers, 

Arnie contacts Dr. Glaub to see if there is a test subject available. Because the Steiners 

no longer have the money to keep Manfred at the camp, Glaub recommends the child in 

order to continue attempts to communicate with the boy. 

Arnie's quest to know the future brings Manfred and Jack Bohlen together. Early 

in the novel, we learn that Jack's own growing schizophrenia provoked his decision to 

settle on Mars, whereupon the condition eased. On Mars, Jack has functioned well; he 

supports his family on a repairman's salary, yet still takes the time to help the neighboring 

Steiners with their garden and raise to his son. Arnie soon employs Jack to build a device 

that will allow Manfred to communicate with humans-- a selfish attempt to secure 

Manfred's profitable precognitive talents for himself. Jack accepts, but his motivation 

stems from the empathy he feels toward the boy as a neighbor and as a fellow 

schizophrenic. 

Jack's attempts to communicate with Manfred through machinery fail, yet the 

characters gradually establish a link by virtue of their shared mental "defects." 
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Unfortunately, such communication requires Jack to risk his mental stability in the 

process: 

The unstable, schizophrenic aspects of his own personality were being 

stirred into life by the presence beside him. And yet he did not know how 

to get out; somehow it was too late, as if time had collapsed and left him 

here, for eternity, caught in a symbiosis with this unfortunate, mute 

creature who did nothing but rake over and inspect his own private world, 

again and again. He had imbibed, on some level, of Manfred's world

view, and it was obviously bringing about the stealthy disintegration of his 

own. (Time-Slip 142-43) 

Jack' s relationship with Manfred metaphorically alludes to the relationship between 

human settlers and Mars in the novel as a whole. Human science and politics have forced 

these into relationship, then abandoned them. Like the apparently oppressive Martian 

environment, Manfred's consciousness threatens Jack's mental health; but Jack will avoid 

the impulse to deny this reality, choosing instead to persevere in his plan to reach the boy. 

Ignoring Dr. Glaub's advice to avoid Manfred' s hazardous presence, Jack assumes 

care of Manfred. While taking Manfred on a trip to the FOR mountains, they break 

through the barrier of communication. Manfred draws a picture of the area from his 

perspective, but it is a century in the future . Amidst the same mountain range, the picture 

contains an enormous residential building mottled with cracks in its concrete and wild 

vegetation. Staring out from one of the building's murky windows is the face of 

Manfred, at least a century older and barely alive . The scene of decay shocks Jack' s 
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father, Leo, who has traveled to Mars to claim the FOR mountain range by proxy for a 

co-op planning to build its largest residential structure ever (unwittingly ending Arnie 's 

dictatorship of the planet) . 

Manfred 's communicative breakthrough marks a crucial shift in the novel 's 

course because, through Manfred, Jack has been made aware of the detrimental impact of 

Earth colonists. This "transcendental act of fusion" (Aldiss 1 03) reveals to Jack the 

subtle network of relations linking the Martian environment with the Bleekmen, the 

Mars-born anomalous children, and even the quietly successful Israeli settlement. 

Resulting from a cold disregard for the dynamics of Martian life, ostentatious settlements 

like that of the plumbers ' union or the planned co-op will ultimately fail. Devoid of 

empathy or concern for the subtleties of Mars, their failure could also bring about the end 

of Mars's existence. 

Manfred's vision thereby pulls Jack into a web of responsibilities with no 

discernible escape. Jack must attempt to fend off his disintegration and decide whether he 

should continue his affair with Arnie's lover (a relationship Arnie is well aware of, yet 

indifferent to) or salvage his marriage to a wife he suspects of adultery. He may not be 

aware of it yet, but the answer to all these dilemmas is clear because he will act in the 

only fashion he knows. Jack will tell the truth. In every situation, he will act with each 

character's best interests at heart and allow them to respond as they may. He fulfills his 

promise to help Leo file his land claim in the afternoon, then gives Arnie his report on 

Manfred's progress in the evening. If Arnie fails Manfred, he will care for him, and Jack 

will ultimately give his marriage with Silvia another chance. And perhaps most 
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importantly, Jack ends his affair with Doreen to ensure the persistence of his relationship 

with Sylvia and David. Such empathy never stems from expectations of a positive 

outcome in Dick, and his efforts immediately worsen the situation. Yet Jack knows that 

an empathetic approach comprises his only ethical option. 

Fortunately for Jack, Arnie's greed will push these plots to their ultimate 

conclusions. Arnie initially takes Jack's news both of Leo's land claim and Manfred's 

vision in stride, and he displays a genuine concern for Manfred when he asks "Why don't 

you laugh or smile sometimes, Manfred? Don't you like to run around and play?" (Time

Slip 125). Nevertheless, Arnie's gluttony resurfaces with Jack's departure. Through 

Arnie's prompting, Heliogabalus successfully communicates with Manfred and admits 

that if Arnie uses Manfred as a medium, he could successfully consult Dirty Knobby and 

alter the course of events threatening Arnie's singular grasp of Martian affairs. 

To secure Jack's assistance in the pilgrimage, Arnie purchases his service contract 

with the owner of his repair company. With Jack and his mistress Doreen in tow, Arnie 

and Manfred arrive at Dirty Knobby and follow the instructions of Heliogabalus in spite 

ofthe rock's ominous surroundings: 

The trail leveled out and became wider. And all was in shadow; cold and 

damp hung over everything, as if they were treading within a great tomb. 

the vegetation that grew thin and noxious along the surface of rocks had a 

dead quality to it, as if something had poisoned it in its act of growing. 

Ahead lay a dead bird on the path, a rotten corpse that might have been 
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there for weeks; he could not tell. It had a mummified appearance. 

(Time-Slip 195). 

Even Manfred becomes edgy, and Arnie "wondered, had the rock itself become 

apprehensive. too? Was it capable of that?" ( 195). Arnie dismisses these apparent omens 

in favor of his own businesslike instincts, disregarding his emotions and proceeding with 

the plan. The vision begins successfully, but Arnie's enterprise goes awry when he uses 

Manfred to travel back in time and exact revenge. Arnie ' s vision begins to fragment while 

still in his office: his secretary turns into a monster resembling the gory apparitions Jack 

has experienced during his schizophrenic episodes; and written and spoken language 

degenerates into the "gubble-gubble" we experienced throughout Manfred's viewpoint 

passages. The motion of cars and pedestrians even begins to accelerate: 

There was an unpleasant kinetic quality to their movements, a jerkiness, 

they seemed either to bang into one another or to be about to . Colliding 

objects like billiard balls, hard and dangerous .. . the buildings, he noticed, 

seemed to bristle with sharp corners .... Were they moving too fast? Was 

that it? No it was deeper than that. There was an omnipresent hostility in 

everything; things did not merely collide -- they struck one another, as if 

doing it deliberately. (Time-Slip 20 1-02) 

Through this harrowing experience, Arnie begins to understand what life is like 

for Manfred and Jack. This passage expands upon the same ideas presented in "Wub," 

ironically turning the antagonist's anger against himself. Arnie sees that the world he has 
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created is not only antithetical to the world as Jack, Manfred, and the Bleekrnen know it, 

but it maintains a breakneck pace that threatens their continued existence. 

Unable to communicate with his powerful connections, Arnie must accomplish 

his mission alone; only now he suffers the added disadvantage of Manfred ' s temporal 

displacement. He begins to feel worn down ''as if swimming against an intolerable 

current" (205), and on his way to claim the FOR mountains, he receives the same 

Bleekrnen distress call that forced his first meeting with Jack. This time, Arnie pulls a 

gun on Jack. As he is about to pull the trigger, one of the Bleekrnen shoots a poisoned 

arrow into his chest: 

Jack Bohlen, standing below him, said, "Why would you want to kill me? 

You don ' t even know who I am." 

"Sure I do," Arnie managed to grunt. "You' re going to fix my encoder, 

and take Doreen away from me, and your father will steal all I've got, all 

that matters to me, the FOR range and what' s coming." He shut his eyes 

and rested. 

"You must be crazy," Jack Bohlen said. 

"Naw," Arnie said. "I know the future. " (208) 

The Bleekrnan' s immediate response to Arnie ' s threat could merely be punishment for 

altering past events, but our memory of the first occurrence of this meeting would suggest 

another reading. When first played, this scene ends with Arnie ' s departure and the 

Bleekrnen' s offering of the water witch to Jack in return for his empathy. If we continue 

to view water as a metaphor for empathy in the novel, the offering suggests that the 
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Bleekmen will in their turn bring Jack water (or empathy) when he needs it most-- the 

first manifestation of the precognition possessed by Bleekmen, a talent they use for 

empathic purposes. 

When Jack tries to rush Arnie to the hospital, Dick shows empathy as a 

precondition to action: you see something dying, you try to save it. The empathetic 

impulse itself cannot be second guessed in Dick' s universe: 

The characters who survive [Dick ' s novels] are generally aided by some 

system of knowledge based on faith. The system is rarely a scientific one; 

it is more likely to be ancient. (Aldiss 1 02) 

Faith in each other certainly saves the Bohlens, the Bleekmen, and the remaining 

Steiners; but Arnie ' s newfound faith fails to save him. Jack tries to get him to a hospital , 

but Arnie dies in transit. 

The next passage begins with Arnie regaining consciousness. The spirit within 

the planet has nullified the events of the dream, leaving Arnie genuinely grateful: 

"I am back in the real world. That's what matters." 

And he had lost his desire to get Jack Bohlen. He had lost his desire, too, 

to buy into the land development of these mountains. And he can have 

Doreen Anderton, for all I care, Arnie said to himself ... . But I' ll keep my 

word to Manfred; I'll mail him to Earth first chance I get, and maybe the 

change' ll cure him, or maybe they have better psychiatrists back Home by 

now. (210) 
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Dick displays his own empathy by allowing even his most incorrigible characters to learn. 

Though this is a welcome change from the hopelessness Dick exhibits in "Wub" and 

'"Roog," the conclusion seems easily won. Are we to believe that Arnie ' s change of heart 

will last beyond this exhilarating moment? We need not ponder this question long, for 

the first human face Arnie sees after his experience is that of Otto Zitte. Though Arnie 

has never known the name of the man whose business he destroyed, Otto remembers 

Arnie ' s calling card scrawled across the remnants of his launching station ("ARNIE 

KOTT DOESN'T LIKE WHAT YOU STAND FOR"). Otto's first shot misses Arnie, 

giving him the opportunity to ponder the reason why a stranger would materialize in the 

Martian wastelands to kill him. It does not take long for Arnie to determine the identity 

of his stalker, but Otto shoots him before Jack's helicopter scares Otto off. Jack tries to 

save Arnie again, but he dies again, permanently. 

In his treatment of Time-Slip, Kim Stanley Robinson asserts: 

We know, in fact, because of Manfred's vision, that the intensification of 

the dystopia will come to pass. Against this developing nightmare history 

are offered only the acts of caring for family and neighbors, but for the 

moment it is enough. In the gradual progression of Dick 's thinking ... 

Martian Time-Slip stands with The Man in the High Castle at that balance 

point when a meaningful private life can counteract the pressures of a 

dystopian society. (Robinson 58) 

This novel's conclusion contains little happiness, but what positive elements it does 

contain, it earns. The characters who survive this ordeal have done so through their 
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empathy for others, even those they would consider enemies. Moreover, the surviving 

characters have come to terms with their new environment -- an environment that requires 

sensitivity. With its own quiet consistency. Mars will remain unchanged by intrusions 

such as Leo ' s development ; and through their mutual commitment to each other's survival 

and happiness, the Bohlens and the Bleekmen (who embrace Manfred as one of their 

own) will weather the drastic, yet temporary, changes on the horizon. 
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Clans of the Alphane Moon 

This is a novel which makes the most severe demands upon the reader; to 

an outsider it might be one of the least penetrable of all the novels: it 

makes, ultimately, no sense. Of course this was Dick' s grand and grandest 

theme, that things make no sense whatsoever; but for the literary literary 

critics this is an insight at which they would prefer to arrive in retrospect 

("X shows us, then, a universe ultimately meaningless") than have to face 

in the very text of the novel, in a novel that page by page hurls seemingly 

unrelated extrapolations, charact.ers and premises at the reader, daring the 

reader to the conclusion that there are no connections -- only to flaunt at 

him the possibility, ultimately, that all ofthis might somehow tie. 

(Malzberg 255-56) 

By referring to Dick's relentless refusal to make sense out of the disparate 

elements in Clans of the Alphane Moon, Barry Malzberg satisfactorily explains the dearth 

of critical attention devoted to what may be Dick's funniest book. The novel's rushed 

scenes, often pedestrian dialogue, and flat descriptions show it was written in haste, yet 

Clans represents Dick's social satire at its most darkly humorous. Beneath the laughter 

rests the horrifying notion that isolation, anger, and fear define the majority of human 

existence, also the disturbing possibility that we have crafted our own condition. Dick 
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utilizes SF genre conventions in this work to create a simplified allegory of human 

existence, casting light upon our malady and its cure in the form of empathy. 

Perhaps the best example of Dick' s peculiar brand of satire rests within its premise. 

In the aftermath of a protracted war against the Alphanes ("a race of chitinous creatures" 

with "multi-jointed arms and legs" and "antennae" instead of eyes [Clans 108 ]), 

triumphant Earthlings have abandoned an enormous sanitarium on a moon in the outskirts 

of Alphane territory. Left to themselves, the inhabitants of Alpha III M-2 destroyed the 

sanitarium and developed a society of seven cities, each distinguished by the predominant 

psychological ailment of its inhabitants: Adolfville (home ofthe Pares, or paranoids), 

Ghanditown (ofthe Heebs, or hebephrenics), Da Vinci Heights (of the Manses, or 

manics), Joan D'Arc (of the skitzes, or schizophrenics), Cotton Mather Estates (of the 

Deps/Depressives), and the unnamed cities inhabited by the Poly(morphic)s, and the 

Ob( sessive )/Com(pulsive )s. Despite numerous hostilities, the Clans have lived in relative 

peace for twenty-five years; but now a renewed concern for the planet from Earth 

threatens to destroy the Clans' society and hospitalize their population once again. Any 

bold intrusion by Earth could hold graver implications by re-igniting the bloody Terran

Alphane war. 

The course of these events will largely be determined by relationships: in this case, 

the marriage between Mary and Chuck Rittersdorf. The most successful marriage 

counselor in Marin County, California, Mary Rittersdorf is inexplicably chosen to be the 

chief psychologist for the Terran mission to the Alphane Moon. Recently estranged from 

her husband and in need of income (the mission is strictly pro-bono work), Mary hobbles 
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Chuck with a divorce settlement calling for alimony and child support sums greater than 

his earnings as a simulacrum programmer for the CIA To ensure the settlement, Mary 

finds higher paying work for Chuck as a writer for comedian Bunny Hentman 's television 

program as well. In retaliation, Chuck secures control of the Alphane mission' s required 

CIA simulacrum Daniel Mageboom, planning to kill through Mageboom and avoid 

prosecution. 

As Mary and Chuck's codependent nightmare escalates into violence, their 

paranoia and anxiety eventually cost Chuck both of his jobs (the CIA terminates Chuck' s 

employment and attempts to arrest Hentman, resulting in Hentman's flight from Earth and 

total unemployment for Chuck). With Hentman's "security" after him, his life is 

endangered just as his plan to end Mary's life has been thwarted. Dick once again renders 

concrete the dissolution of empathy between individuals, and this dissolution is a precursor 

to the larger dissolution of life. With every human character rendered utterly apathetic or 

bloodthirsty, the efforts of one convincing, truly empathic alien will nonetheless appear. 

In the Rittersdorfs' divorce settlement, Mary stereotypically gets the house, 

leaving Chuck to take an inexpensive apartment in the building referred to as the 

"Discarded Arms Conapts" (Clans 29). The name serves both to describe the state of the 

building and to suggest its high percentage of alien tenants, or "Non-T's" (many of whom 

assume forms that literally have no arms). This truly "polygenetic building" shelters a 

plethora oflifeforms from beyond ("a molten metal life form from Jupiter called Edgar," a 

psychokinetic "wiz-bird form Mars," and "a greebsloth from Callisto"), but the only non-T 

appearing as a character in Clans is the Ganymedean slime mold named Lord Running 
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Clam (Clans 48). Without ears, mouth, or face, Lord Running Clam (or LRC, as I will 

hereafter refer to him so as to avoid negating Dick's humor through repetition) 

communicates telepathically, scanning the thoughts of those around him and introducing 

his own into the minds of those to whom he wishes to speak. 

Though Terrans have found the Ganymedeans' need to scan minds troublesome 

enough to limit its practice to communication, LRC violates this law, though with only the 

best intentions. His illegal telepathy has helped save the last tenant of Chuck's apartment 

("a Venusian moss" that almost died of dehydration), and his first appearance interrupts 

Chuck' s suicide attempt: 

From inside him a voice, but not his own, said, "Please tell me your name. 

Regardless of whether you intend or do not intend to jump." 

Turning, Chuck saw a yellow Ganymedean slime mold that had silently 

flowed under the door of the conapt and was gathering itself into the heap 

of small globes which comprised its physical being. 

"I rent the conapt across the hall," the slime mold declared. 

Chuck said, "Among Terrans it's customary to knock." 

"I possess nothing to knock with. In any case I wished to enter before you 

-- departed." 

"It's my personal business whether I jump or not." 

"'No Terran is an island,"' the slime mold more or less quoted. 

(Clans 28-9) 
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The jarring experience alone diverts Chuck ' s suicidal impulse, but LRC demonstrates a 

quality more powerful than telepathy. By examining Chuck' s subconscious, LRC 

understands the thoughts and emotions that have driven him to this moment: a failed 

relationship's emotional scars, hatred of his tremendous skill at a pointless job, the 

importance of"wage-earning capabilities" to his "sense ofselfrespect," and most 

importantly, his need to be loved "as you are" (Clans 30-l ). 

Amidst such empathic awareness, LRC does what any empathic slime mold would 

do -- he offers Chuck a job and finds him a mate. Chuck turns down additional 

employment, but greets the appearance of a young woman at his door moments after 

LRC ' s departure with approval . The woman is Joan Trieste, a psionically talented 

member of the local police force, whose ability to reverse time for five minutes in a 

restricted area allows her to save crime victims who would normally die before medical 

help arrives. Admiring the usefulness of her work, Chuck perceives its positive effects on 

her physiognomy: "the quality ofbeauty arose from within; inside, she was lovely, and he 

realized that over the years, as she aged, it would gradually work its way outward, 

influence the surface" (Clans 45). By surrounding him With caring people like Joan, LRC 

protects Chuck from those who are trying to do him harm -- most notably himself 

Though LRC's intervention in Chuck's affairs allows a relatively upbeat ending, 

his assistance at first meets with apparently disastrous results. His recommendation that 

Chuck accept the writing job for Hentman and maintain his CIA job creates a conflict of 

interests. Caught in the nebulous position of being both a member of the CIA and of the 

once-traitorous Hentman organization, Chuck's presence crystallizes each group' s 
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suspicions ofthe other and Chuck ' s wariness concerning LRC's motives as well. In this 

atmosphere of mutually perceived threats, the qualities of logic and reason merely fortify 

the wrongheaded theories of each party, resulting in Hentman' s exile, the CIA's loss of 

good agents and an Alphane base of operations, and Chuck ' s near loss of self Though 

Hazel Pierce's analysis of Clans focuses upon the its political structure, she highlights the 

inadequacy of such reasoning in the novel: 

Instead ofthe attributes of Beauty, Fellowship, or Worldly Goods that 

were found in Everyman [the morality play], Dick offers groups of humans 

who function as symbols for a variety of mental states. These can help Mr. 

Normality on his journey through life if only he will recognize and utilize 

their special knowledge of the human condition, instead of trying to 

eradicate them in favor of an equally unbalanced state, that of complete, 

unbending logicality and rationality. Just as an unused hand or heart will 

atrophy leaving an impaired physical body, just as heedlessly used good 

works or worldly goods make for an imperfect moral being, so does an 

inflexibly hierarchic mode of thinking produce an incomplete political 

being. Translated into practical terms, Dick' s political alternative in Clans 

challenges the long-established and firmly entrenched primacy of reason. 

(Pierce 124) 

Given the hopelessly gnarled conspiracy theories of the CIA and Hentman' s mob, Clans 

begs readers to shift focus from those they cannot trust to those they can. Such a focus 
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has the potential for error, but Dick clearly favors imperfect systems built with room for 

error over supposedly indestructible systems. 

In contrast to the petty posturings of the CIA, Hentman, and even Chuck, LRC 

acts with an earnest purpose. During his first story meeting with Hentman, his writers, 

and RBX 303 (Hentman's Alphane connection), Chuck is dumbfounded by Hentman 's 

story idea -- the tale of a CIA agent who uses a simulacrum to murder his shrewish wife. 

When Chuck suspects LRC of providing Hentman with the details of Chuck ' s intentions, 

LRC makes his purpose clear: 

I conceive it to be my job from now on to assist you to every extent 

possible, in order to palpably demonstrate my good faith; I am desperately 

anxious to clear my good name in your eyes. I'll do all I can to find this 

telepath who has gone to Hentman. (Clans 121) 

Only LRC possesses an awareness of Chuck' s plans, making it the reasonable source for 

Hentman' s knowledge and Chuck' s continuing suspicion ofLRC's motives in spite of this 

statement to the contrary. 

Had Chuck based his reasoning on an implicit trust of LRC (or at least benefit of 

the doubt), his suspicions would wither in the presence of overwhelming evidence 

supporting LRC's stated intentions. In addition to preventing Chuck' s suicide, LRC 

offers him a job, a loan, and the friendship of a woman Chuck deems trustworthy from his 

first impression. Joan' s description ofLRC also supports his innocence: "'Ganymedeans 

possess what St. Paul called caritas .. . and remember, Paul said caritas was the greatest of 

all the virtues.' she added, 'The modem word for it would be empathy, I guess" ' (Clans 
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48-9). LRC also tries to prevent Chuck from killing Mary (for Chuck's sake, not Mary's), 

pointing out how quickly suspicion would turn to Chuck in the event of Mary's death, 

especially if her murderer was the CIA simulacrum Mageboom. Finally, when Chuck 

begins a lucrative new contract with Hentman, LRC also invites Mageboom to their 

celebration: "You are invited, despite the fact that you have no mind and are simply an 

empty husk" (Clans 65) . 

Despite such overwhelming evidence ofLRC's innocence, Chuck cannot dismiss 

his doubts about the slime mold's motives because it remains be the only entity with overt 

knowledge of his murderous inclination. Chuck considers other possible parties but LRC 

presents arguments refuting each theory. Joan possesses psionic talents and knows 

Chuck, yet LRC's knowledge of her mind reveals no telepathy or precognitive power. 

LRC entertains the possibility that Hentman possesses a latent precognitive talent 

awakened by Chuck' s insistence upon killing Mary, but dismisses the possibility as 

farfetched . When Chuck ponders the motives ofRBX-303 and the other Alphanes 

because of his CIA background, LRC warns Chuck: 

"It would be typical of the Alphanes not to give up, to keep hoping ... after 

all, the moon is in their system. But frankly - may I so speak? - your CIA 

people's theory strikes me as a miserable bundle of random suspicions, a 

few separate facts strung together by an intricate structure of ad hoc 

theorizing, in which everyone is credited with enormous powers for 

intrigue. A much simpler view can be entertained with more common 
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sense, and as a CIA employee you must be aware that, like all intelligence 

agencies, it lacks the faculty of common sense." 

Chuck shrugged. 

"In fact," the slime mold said, "ifi may say so, your colorful desire for 

vengeance on your wife is in part derived from your years of hanging 

around intelligence-apparatus personnel." (Clans 123) 

Nonetheless, Chuck' s doubts remain until LRC makes the greatest possible 

sacrifice to prove his commitment to Chuck' s well being. Turned away by the CIA and 

Hentman, Chuck returns home an empty, threatened man. Insistent upon blaming LRC 

for his troubles, Chuck nearly loses Joan' s support as well, but the scene is interrupted by 

the arrival of one of Hentman' s armed henchmen. During a scuffle between Chuck, Joan, 

and the armed man, LRC flows in front of Chuck and is killed by a laser. Joan eventually 

kills the armed man (who we will discover is Hentman' s cousin) before he can drag Chuck 

off, but her decision to save Chuck would preclude her use of psionic power to bring LRC 

back to life. At this pivotal moment of the novel, Chuck receives his incontrovertible 

proof ofLRC's and Joan's commitment to helping him, but his inability to believe that 

others could possess such empathy has dulled his own capacity for empathy too long, 

resulting in the death of a fine being and his greatest ally. 

Through the good fortune of a convenient SF loophole (in Dick's universe, 

Ganymedean slime molds sporify when they die), Chuck will receive an opportunity to 

return LRC' s gesture. Chuck's primary purpose now rests in nurturing as many of LRC' s 

spores into maturity as possible, but the urge to murder still rests in his subconscious, 
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undoubtedly influencing his decision to hide from Hentman and the CIA on, of all places, 

Alpha III M-2 . His arrival on the Alphane moon will finally draw together action from 

both plot lines in a confrontation that will be won by those with enough empathy for their 

enemies to dispense with lingering fear and anger. 

Events on the Alphane moon have gone poorly for the unified Clans. Terra has 

ignored their appeal for autonomy, and the efforts of "the triadic unnaturally-gifted saints" 

(Heebs Sarah Apostoles and Ignatz Ledebur and the skitz Omar Diamond) to control 

Earth forces has merely accelerated their annexation ofGhanditown (Clans 85). Paranoid 

Gabriel Baines ' s attempt to seduce Mary Rittersdorf also fails, and the protective shield 

that the Manses have cast about the planet could fall to Terran warships at any moment. 

When Chuck arrives with LRC' s germinating spores, they and the wayward Poly 

representative Annette Golding are pinned down by gunfire between a Mans tank and the 

combined retaliation of Mary and Mageboom. 

Echoing Chuck ' s first impressions of Joan, Annette ' s instincts tell her that Chuck 

can be trusted, that anyone "making these fungi [LRC's spores] grow instead of just letting 

them die" must be "very humane" (Clans 185). Their discussion is soon interrupted by the 

presence of three mature slime molds: 

Startled, Chuck Rittersdorf said, "Which is you, Lord Running Clam?" 

In Annette's mind a series of thoughts progressed. " It is a custom for the 

first-born to take the formal identity of the parent. But there is no actual 

distinction. In a sense we are all Lord Running Clams; in another sense 

none of us is. I -- the first -- will assume the name, the others are instead 
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inventing new names that gratifY them. To me comes the feeling that we 

will function and thrive on this moon; the atmosphere, the humidity and the 

pull of gravity seem quite in order to us. You have helped diversifY our 

location; you 've carried us more than- allow me to compute- three light 

years from our source. Thank you." (Clans 189) 

A passage from Dick' s essay "Man, Android, and Machine" resonates with LRC' s 

thoughts: "Everything is equally alive, equally free, equally sentient, because everything is 

not alive, or half-alive or dead, but rather lived through [Dick's emphasis]" (228). These 

words suggest that life holds greatest value as a shared experience. Moreover, those who 

spend their lives either annexing the lives of others (Mary, the CIA, the Earth 

governments) or secluding themselves from others (the CIA and Earth government as well 

as paranoids like Gabriel Baines) are not truly living at all . Given this view, a life without 

empathy -- without the ability to share thoughts and emotions with others -- cannot be 

called a life. 

Until he can curb his appetite to kill Mary, Chuck cannot live either. With the 

arrival of the wayward Gabriel Baines, Bunny Hentman' s warship, and the Holy 

Triumvirate, the overlapping political and personal hostilities become muddled. Chuck 

desperately tries to use reason to determine which of the wrong factions are on his side, 

but logic fails him again: 

So there was no way of ignoring the conclusion of the entire line of logical 

reasoning, melancholy as it was. He was both an ally and an enemy of the 

clans of Alpha III M2; he was for and against them. 
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At that point he gave up . Forewent the use oflogic. Turning, he once 

more began to run. 

The old adage, derived from the meditations ofthe sophisticated warner

kings of ancient India, that "my enemy's enemy is my friend" had just not 

worked out in this situation. And that was that. (Clans 211) 

Chuck's attempt to untangle the stalemate leads to one of Dick' s most humorous scenes. 

Each party' s paranoia has led to perceptions of fictitious conflict so exaggerated that the 

combatants may not be sure ofwho is an ally and who is the enemy. Knowing that his 

empathic bond with LRC is the only link he can trust, Chuck chooses to defuse the 

situation by surrendering to Hentman. 

Chuck' s blind trust in Hentman foreshadows the larger decision required of the 

Clans. Ifthe Clans (and Chuck, LRC, Mary, and Hentman's group) acquiesce to Alphane 

control, the conflict is ended; but such a decision requires the Clans to trust the Alphanes 

to uphold their promise and allow the Clans their autonomy.· Given the alternative, the 

Clans agree to the settlement and the Earth ships withdraw. With their labyrinthine 

conflicts behind them, the characters now realize that their paranoia was never justified. 

Chuck discovers that Hentman and his group have had no intentions of interstellar 

intrigue, just as Hentman finds that Chuck's decision to accept his employment involved 

no hidden objectives. Even paranoiac Gabriel Baines now understands that his perpetual 

fear ofMans violence can be more harmful than the Manses themselves: 

And so, Gabriel Baines reflected, because Howard Straw needs us for a 

vote, we survive; Mary Rittersdorf doesn't get to pick us off in the first 
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light of dawn. Ironic . But it demonstrated the importance of the bond 

linking the clans. The bonds were life-giving, and to all ofthem. Even the 

lowly Heebs. (Clans 225) 

If Anthony Burgess ' s contention that novel-writing is "founded on the principle that 

human beings change" (Burgess viii) is correct, Clans overcomes its pulp-SF stigma. 

For an author who specializes in ambiguous closure, Dick provides the reader with 

an uncharacteristically tidy ending. Unfortunately, this neat conclusion leaves Joan Trieste 

clueless and alone on Terra, and Chuck ' s assertion that he is "planning out schemes by 

which to obtain [his] children" on the novel ' s final page seems to be a mere afterthought. 

The Mageboom simulacrum's execution of a CIA self-destruct command also feels 

premature, leaving his struggle with self-knowledge undeveloped. 

Through psychological testing, the Rittersdorfs will attempt to achieve self

knowledge: 

"Nevertheless," the slime mold persisted, "when I ask her to give you the 

tests I will beg her to do the same for herself I still believe that some good 

can arise out ofthis. Know thyself; that was an ancient Earth slogan, is it 

not? Dating from your highly-praised Greek antiquity. I can't help 

thinking that to know yourself is to provide yourself with a weapon by 

which you non-telepathic species may reshape your psyche until --" 

"Until just what?" 

The slime mold was silent; clearly when it came right down to it the slime 

mold did not actually know. 
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"Give her the tests," Chuck said. "And we ' ll see." We' ll see who is right, 

he thought. He hoped that it would be the slime mold. (Clans 242-43) 

LRC ' s final message conveys another component of Dick ' s evolving formulation of 

empathy: before we can understand others, we must understand ourselves. Whether or 

not psychology clarifies this quest in Clans is debatable, but we can be certain that a great 

many of the problems encountered by Chuck, Mary, Hentman, and Baines arose from 

uncertainties concerning their own sanity and/or morality5
. In Do Androids Dream of 

Electric Sheep the connection between self-knowledge, empathy, and survival is equally 

important; critical inattention to this point lessens the value of the considerable body of 

analysis focused on Dick's most popular novel. 
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Alternate Earths 

Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? 

Among Dick ' s fictions that construct alternate histories or futures ofEarth and 

American society, the post-atomic ecologies of Dr. Bloodmoney (1965) and Do Androids 

Dream ofElectric Sheep (1969) exemplify Dick' s penchant for performing numerous 

variations on an established theme. Both novels document the struggle to maintain 

empathy despite competition for the resources of an environment with eroding 

sustainability, but they differ in tone, and in outcome. The conclusion to Androids on a 

first reading undercuts the emphasis on empathy through the failure of its most empathic 

characters. Even the upbeat conclusion to Bloodmoney requires the death of a character 

once handicapped and always a target of prejudice in some form; but Dick' s complex 

valuation of empathy surpasses simple-minded moralizing. 

Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? offers Dick's clearest emphasis on 

empathy as a requirement for human survival. The empathy-based religion requiring 

human stewardship of non-human organic life (Mercerism) is merely a starting point from 

which the cultural and ecological effects spawned by an avowedly empathic population are 

examined. Dick focuses on a paradox: a capitalistic society that highly values empathy. In 

this paradox, Dick foresees a commodification that results in non-empathic behavior. 

Despite the cryptic question posed by the novel's title, Dick's hypothesis in Androids is 
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clear: is empathic behavior, when rooted in self-interest (be it survival, fiscal , aesthetic) 

still empathic? 

The novel is preceded by news ofthe death of Tu 'malila, "a turtle which explorer 

Captain Cook gave to the king ofTonga in 1777" (Androids 1). We are told that "the 

people of Tonga regarded the animal as a Chief and special keepers were appointed to 

look after it" throughout its almost two-hundred year life-span, and that "Tu'malila' s 

carcass would be sent to the Auckland Museum in New Zealand." Functioning as 

epigraph, this passage suggests the importance animals will play in the novel, as well as 

the potential success that may be achieved through unselfish execution of the caretaker 

role. The turtle's age also anticipates the degradation of Earth and its inhabitants: 

Tu'malila lived twice as long as a human can be expected to in 1996, and the humans of 

irradiated, post-war California are presumably fated to shorter lives. As Androids 

progresses, Dick shows that even the most highly evolved model of android (the Nexus-6 

type hunted by Rick Deckard, the novel's protagonist) will survive just four years, despite 

physiological similarities to humans. 

Probably no turtles survive in this novel's toxic setting. A human who has survived 

the nuclear incident that decimated the planet, Rick Deckard has chosen to ignore 

government pressure to relocate on Mars; but the blighted landscape he passes through on 

his way to work shows the ill effects of radiation: 

The morning air, spilling over with radioactive motes, gray and sun

beclouding, belched about him, haunting his nose; he sniffed involuntarily 

the taint of death. Well, that was too strong a description for it, he decided 
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as he made his way to the particular plot of sod which he owned along with 

the unduly large apartment below. The legacy of World War Terminus had 

diminished in potency; those who could not survive the dust had passed 

into oblivion years ago, and the dust, weaker now and confronting the 

strong survivors, only deranged minds and genetic properties. Despite his 

lead codpiece the dust --undoubtedly-- filtered in and at him, brought him 

daily, so long as he failed to emigrate, its little load of befouling filth. 

(Androids 5-6) 

Given such environmental decay, the emergence of a sense of duty toward plants and 

animals seems not only genuine, but logical . Unless they have already degenerated to a 

degree of genetic or mental mutation (making them "chickenheads" in Dick's terms) the 

remaining humans have made a choice to remain connected with their native environment, 

an impulse stronger than the survival instinct that has drawn so many humans to an alien 

world. 

For remaining humans, empathy has evolved into an empathy-based religion 

dubbed "Mercerism." By means of a "Mercer Box" or ''Empathy Box," humans become 

linked with the consciousness of a Sisyphean spiritual icon named Mercer, who 

perpetually climbs a craggy slope while being pelted by rocks. Legends claim that this 

figure is the spiritual reincarnation of a young man killed by those who feared his ability to 

resurrect dead animals. Merger with Mercer's consciousness allows humans to share the 

positive energy garnered by their successes with those who need understanding and 

consolation. In a reversal of Christian doctrine, the wounds received by the spiritual 
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Mercer appear as actual wounds on the human subject after a merger, and the pelting 

increases as Mercer rises up the slope. Through this religion, inconsistencies in individual 

success become redistributed, theoretically equalizing the fates of humans. If fewer 

fortunate people merge, Mercer sinks lower down the slope and into ''the tomb world": 

It had been a pit of corpses and dead bones and he had struggled for years 

to get up from it. The donkey and especially the toad, the creatures most 

important to him, had vanished, had become extinct; only rotting 

fragments, an eyeless head here, part of a hand there, remained. At last a 

bird which had come there to die told him where he was. He had sunk 

down into the tomb world . He could not get out until the bones strewn 

around him grew back into living creatures; he had become joined to the 

metabolism of other lives and until they rose he could not rise either. 

(Androids 20) 

One of the most frequent users of the Mercer box is John Isidore, a radiation

mutated man (or "chickenhead," as he is referred to in the book) who lives alone in a vast, 

dilapidated apartment complex away from the city. Willing to endure the wounds of the 

rocks (and even potential cardiac arrest as Mercer achieves higher levels), Isidore will 

remain holding the handles so that he may experience "himself as encompassing every 

other living thing" (Androids 21 ). Without Mercerism, life for Isidore resembles the tomb 

world: 

He lived alone in this deteriorating, blind building of a thousand 

uninhabited apartments, which like all its counterparts, fell, day by day, into 
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greater entropic ruin . Eventually everything within the building would 

merge, would be faceless and identical, mere pudding-like kipple piled to 

the ceiling of each apartment. And, after that, the uncared-for building 

itself would settle into shapelessness, buried under the ubiquity of the dust. 

By then, naturally, he himselfwould be dead, another interesting event to 

anticipate as he stood here in his stricken living room alone with the 

lungless, all-penetrating, masterful world-silence. ( 17) 

As in Martian Time-Slip, the best grasp of reality in Androids occurs within the 

consciousness of a mentally "defective" human (in this case, a human considered to have 

the intellect of an animal) . Without Mercerism, Isidore' s life falls into meaningless 

"kipple" because he cannot become part of the larger organism of human existence. 

Ironically, Isidore will not experience the satisfaction of cooperating with others until 

three androids arrive at his complex and request his help. 

For all ofMercerism' s potential good, it has significant drawbacks. The 

requirement that humans become responsible caretakers of animals has been seized by 

corporations and individual profiteers hungry for new economic markets within the 

shrinking populace. Consequently, the demand for animals has been met by a brisk traffic 

in organic and electronic animals. The shortage has spawned "Sidney' s Animal & Fowl 

Catalogue," which features suggested prices for every kind of creature, keyed to age and 

condition, like used cars. This commodification of animals creates non-empathetic 

behavior, as neighbors continually attempt to trump each other with successively rarer 

acquisitions. Having lost his real sheep to a chance infection, Rick Deckard covertly 
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maintains an electric sheep to keep up appearances, but jealousy over his neighbor's prize 

Percheron horse gets the best of him: 

Ever thought of selling your horse?" Rick asked. He wished to god he had 

a horse, in fact any animal . Owning and maintaining a fraud had a way of 

gradually demoralizing one. And yet from a social standpoint it had to be 

done, given the absence of the real article. He had therefore no choice 

except to continue. Even were he not to care himself, there remained his 

wife, and Iran did care. Very much. 

Barbour said, "It would be immoral to sell my horse." 

"Sell the colt, then. Having two animals is more immoral than not having 

any." 

Puzzled, Barbour said, "How do you mean? A lot of people have two 

animals, even three, four, and like in the case ofFred Washborne, who 

owns the algae-processing plant my brother works at, even five. Didn't 

you see that article about his duck in yesterday' s Chronicle? It 's supposed 

to be the heaviest, largest Moscovy on the West Coast." The man' s eyes 

glazed over, imagining such possessions; he drifted by degrees into a 

trance. (Androids 7) 

Thomas Disch contends that corruption ofMercerism's honorable intentions calls 

into question who benefits from empathetic activity: 

Through all his novels, Dick entertains the possibility that creatures of flesh 

and blood are essentially robots, mechanical monads obeying laws of 
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mechanistic creation. Do Androids Dream ofElectric Sheep? is his most 

compelling vision of man's unredeemably material nature. (Disch 24) 

In Clans of the Alphane Moon Lord Running Clam suggests that any solution to a problem 

must stem from empathy. Mercerism provides a similar foundation, but the society in 

Androids has created a conflict between compassion and competition. If we are 

"unredeemably material" as Disch contends, then human empathy can never transcend 

human desire. Therefore, Mercerism will fail as long as it encourages mere materialism. 

Disch's comment also reminds us that androids cannot merge with Mercer. 

Because they supposedly lack empathy, androids are incapable of contributing to the 

shared experience; and it is this shortcoming that such bounty hunters as Rick Deckard use 

to distinguish androids from humans before they "retire" the impostors. Designed to act 

as all-purpose slaves for the colonies in space, these "unemotional" constructs 

occasionally escape their servitude to achieve freedom on Earth. The threat androids pose 

to humans remains unclear until Rick delineates his bounty-hunter logic, supposedly based 

upon human empathetic capacity: 

Ultimately, the emphatic [sic. empathic] gift blurred the boundaries 

between hunter and victim, between the successful and the defeated. As in 

the fusion with Mercer, everyone ascended together or, when the cycle had 

come to an end, fell together into the trough of the tomb world. Oddly, it 

resembled a sort ofbiological insurance, but double-edged. As long as 

some creature experienced joy, then the condition for all other creatures 

included a fragment of joy. However, if any living being suffered, then for 
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all the rest the shadow could not be entirely cast off. A herd animal such as 

man would acquire a higher survival factor through this; an owl or a cobra 

would be destroyed. 

Evidently the humanoid robot constituted a solitary predator. 

Rick liked to think of them that way; it made his job palatable. In retiring -

-i.e. killing .. an andy he did not violate the rule oflife laid down by 

Mercer. You shall kill only the killers, Mercer had told them. (Androids 

27) 

Restated in Rick' s words, Mercer's logic defines empathy as a capacity to act in concert, 

thereby disqualifying the self-serving androids. 

Instances of androids working together to ensure their common survival 

sporadically appear in the novel. Deckard's attempt to retire Luba Luft (an escapee who 

poses as an opera singer) meets with opposition by a counterfeit police force composed of 

mostly escaped Androids. Rather than hiding ~d killing to remain alive, these androids 

survive together and forge a niche for themselves among the normal lives of humans. Such 

behavior indicates a preference for human acceptance arid camaraderie over the alienation 

and loneliness that humans like Deckard believe they seek. When Deckard administers his 

empathy test to her, Luba Luft suggests that human preoccupation with the "cold," 

emotionless androids could suggest a deeper fear: 

"An Android," he said, "doesn't care what happens to another android. 

That's one of the indications we look for." 

"Then," Miss Luft said, "you must be an android." 
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That stopped him; he stared at her. 

"Because," she continued, "your job is to kill them, isn't it? You ' re what 

they call--" She tried to remember. 

"A bounty hunter," Rick said. "But I'm not an android." 

"This test you want to give me." Her voice, now, had begun to return. 

"Have you taken it?" 

"Yes." He nodded. "A long, long time ago; when I first started with the 

department." 

"Maybe that's a false memory. Don't androids sometimes go around with 

false memories?" 

Rick said, "My superiors know about the test. It's mandatory." 

"Maybe there was once a human who looked like you, and somewhere 

along the line you killed him and took his place. And your superiors don' t 

know." She smiled. As if inviting him to agree. (Androids 89) 

The question ofRick's identity rises again in the novel's conclusion, but Lufl:'s comments 

here contain a metaphorical element as well. Having spent the past fifteen years "retiring" 

androids who are almost identical to humans, Rick risks losing the capacity for empathy 

that he believes to be the principal trait distinguishing him from them. The remainder of 

the novel witnesses Rick' s struggle to avoid becoming the killing machine that he is 

repeatedly accused of being. 

Android Pris Stratton also displays some capacity for empathy, but these events 

only result from an intellectual understanding of her inability to be truly empathetic. 
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Befriended by John Isidore, she experiences a rare moment of emotion in the form of an 

expensive dinner composed of prewar canned delicacies: 

"I' ll try a slice of peach," she said, and gingerly picked out a slippery pink

orange furry slice with her long fingers. And then, as she ate the slice of 

peach, she began to cry. Cold tears descended her cheeks, splashed on the 

bosom of her dress. He did not know what to do, so he continued dividing 

the food . "Goddamn it," she said, furiously . (Androids 131) 

Pris ' s inability to taste food reveals a flaw in her design -- a kind of original sin that 

betrays the shortsightedness of her designers. Made to be slaves, the androids have not 

been designed to enjoy themselves. Yet though she cannot enjoy the food, Pris is capable 

of intellectually understanding the "built-in defect" ( 162) that denies her the ability to feel. 

This painful understanding is itself a quasi-empathetic response. She possesses enough 

empathy to suffer and, ultimately, to risk her own existence in its pursuit. 

Although their shortcomings can be traced to the ignoble intentions of their 

creators, any sympathy that the reader feels for the androids is negated by the brutalities 

they occasionally inflict upon animals and insects. Once Pris is joined by two remaining 

android friends, Isidore feels an overwhelming joy as a result of their trust in him and, 

more importantly, by the knowledge that he can help them survive. His joy heightens with 

the discovery of a living spider in the complex, but his desire to share the find with his new 

friends garners an unexpectedly cool response: 
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"I've never seen a spider," Pris said. She cupped the medicine bottle in her 

palms, surveying the creature within. "All those legs. Why' s it need so 

many legs, J. R. ?" 

"That 's the way spiders are," Isidore said, his heart pounding; he had 

difficulty breathing. "Eight legs." 

Rising to her feet , Pris said, "You know what I think, J.R. ? I think it 

doesn't need all those legs." 

"Eight?" Irmgard Baty said. "Why couldn't it get by on four?" Cut four 

off and see." Impulsively opening her purse she produced a pair of clean, 

sharp cuticle scissors, which she passed to Pris. 

A weird terror struck at J.R. Isidore. (Androids 181) 

The horrid spectacle ofthe spider' s vivisection will soon be matched by android Rachel 

Rosen' s murder of Rick' s goat. Though these acts appear to be random, both Isidore and 

Rick will eventually discover that such brutalities have been motivated by the androids ' 

jealousy over human love for animals. Marleen Barr identifies these hostile acts by Pris 

and Rachel as a metaphor for human treatment of animals today; because animals cannot 

be judged solely by their use value in Dick' s world, humans have transferred their 

xenophobia to a new class of beings whose lives we have annexed (or in this case created) 

for our own purposes (Barr 25-6). 

The androids' anger and jealousy leads to the fall of Mercerism near the 

conclusion, when television and radio personality reveals actors and filmmakers as the true 

heart of Mercerism, declaring that "The whole experience of empathy is a swindle" 
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(Androids 185). Friendly's choice of the word "empathy" over "Mercerism" is telling: 

"Isn't it a way of proving that humans can do something we can't do? Because without 

Mercer experience we just have your word [Dick's emphasis] that you feel this empathy 

business, this shared, group thing" (185). "This shared, group thing" is this novel 's version 

ofthe ancient "faith" Aldiss identifies as a saving grace throughout Dick ' s works (102) . 

As a systematic religion, empathy makes as little sense to androids as the Bleeky religion 

did for humans on Mars, but humanity created these non-believing androids. Humanity' s 

supposedly empathic system (Mercerism) denies androids membership based upon our 

own designs for them. This human corruption of empathy accounts for the impending 

tragic conclusion. 

As in "Beyond Lies the Wub," a group's reality dominates not by virtue of its 

truth, but by its physical power. Friendly' s revelation has a temporary effect only: empathy 

merging will resurface, prejudice against androids will continue, and Pris and the Batys 

will die before dawn. Because humans will not help androids achieve empathy, each 

android eventually turns away from its pursuit and perishes alone. 

In Androids, Rick and Isidore undergo parallel suffering, but their individual 

responses to the day's events are quite different. Even before Rick kills Pris and the 

Batys, Isidore knows that his experience with them has changed him: 

The silence, all at once, penetrated; he felt his arms grow vague. In the 

absence of the Batys and Pris he found himself fading out, becoming 

strangely like the inert television set which he had just unplugged. You 

have to be with other people, he thought. In order to live at all. I mean, 
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before they came here I could stand it, being alone in the building. But 

now it's changed. You can 't go back, he thought. You can 't go from 

people to nonpeople. (Androids 180) 

Having lost Pris, his spider, and Mercer all in one day, Isidore knows more acutely than 

before how vital companionship is to his life. His newfound knowledge of empathy as it is 

shared with others (on a first-hand basis, and not through a Mercer box) has been so 

profound that he will seek such an experience again. 

Rick also lost an android he grew to love (Rachel Rosen), and Mercer as well; but 

now he must address the destruction of his logic for subjugating androids and the 

ramifications of fulfilling his job despite his growing love for Rachel: 

What a job to have to do, Rick thought. I'm a scourge, like famine or 

plague. Where I go the ancient curse follows . As Mercer said, I am 

required to do wrong. Everything I've done has been wrong form the 

start. Anyhow now it's time to go home. Maybe, after I've been there 

awhile with Iran I'll forget . (Androids 199-200) 

Until he receives news of his goat ' s murder, Rick hopes that he may somehow "forget" 

the pain and confusion that currently confronts him by re-engaging with his spouse and 

society. Informed by his wife Iran that his goat has been killed by Rachel Rosen, Rick 's 

views of moral and immoral, alive and dead, become hopelessly mangled. Though he has 

just retired six androids in a single day based on the assumptions that they were all 

emotionless killing machines themselves, Rick has already admitted to fellow bounty 

hunter Phil Resch (who is emotionless) that the world is the worse for the removal of 
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androids like Rachel and Luba Luft . Yet Rachel has killed the one thing Rick loved. He 

realizes that if he had killed her when he had the opportunity, the goat would still be alive. 

Even in hindsight, being required to choose one love over another cannot be resolved 

satisfactorily. In a world where "the fusion ofthe ' natural ' with the 'artificial' has long 

since become an accomplished fact" (Lem 219), such a decision becomes complicated by 

the existence of such marginal entities as androids or electric animals -- human creations 

that have acquired enough "natural" characteristics to require more thought than we 

expect to give mere machines. 

In response to this onslaught of guilt and anger, Rick escapes to the wastelands, 

initially appearing to desire a simpler life, yet the text also indicates a his lurking suicidal 

impulse: 

Once, he thought, I would have seen the stars. Years ago. But now it ' s 

only the dust; no one has seen a star in years, at least not from Earth. 

Maybe I' 11 go where I can see the stars, he said to himself as the car gained 

velocity and altitude; it headed away from San Francisco, toward the 

uninhabited desolation to the north. To the place where no living thing 

would go. Not unless it felt the end had come. (Androids 201) 

Rick' s yearning for the stars alludes to a need for vanished constancy and immutability. 

His retreat to the irradiated remnants of nature suggests that he would rather die in this 

nature than continue living with the guilt (or denial of the guilt) required by society. 

Rick' s life would more than likely end here were it not for his discovery of a toad amidst 

the decay. The toad renews Rick's sagging hope: "Capable, in its own fashion, of 
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surviving even that which we' re not really managing to survive" (Androids 211 ). Rick' s 

excitement is to some degree driven by selfish thoughts: ("What happens when you find -

if you find -- an animal believed extinct? .... Something about a star of honor from the 

U.N. and a stipend. A reward running into millions of dollars" (21 0) ). Nevertheless, he 

appears to be genuinely moved by the discovery of another being surviving the devastation 

and eager to share his joy with Iran. Though the toad's presence suggests the potential of 

humans to correct past mistakes and survive, such an ending also complicates Dick' s prior 

emphases on empathy and the question of "What is real?" Perhaps for this reason, Dick 

provides the reader with one last surprise in the form of a small control panel on the toad ' s 

abdomen: 

She flipped the panel open. 

"Oh." His face fell by degrees. "Yeah, so I see; you' re·right." Crestfallen, 

he gazed mutely at the false animal. 

"Maybe I shouldn't have told you-- about it being electrical." She put her 

hand out, touched his arm; she felt guilty, seeing the effect it had on him, 

the change. 

"No," Rick said. "I'm glad to know. Or rather--" He became silent. "I'd 

prefer to know." 

"Do you want to use the mood organ? To feel better? You always have 

gotten a lot out of it, more than I ever have." 

"I'll be okay." He shook his head, as if trying to clear it, still bewildered. 

"The spider Mercer gave the chickenhead, Isidore; it probably was 
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artificial, too . But it doesn ' t matter. The electric things have their lives, 

too. Paltry as those lives are." (Androids 214) 

As Rick sleeps at the close of the novel, the reader cannot help but speculate over what 

will happen the next day. Will he continue hunting androids, or will he find another job? 

Perhaps Rick and Iran will emigrate to the colonies? No other conclusion in Dick is so 

ambiguous, but Daniel Easterbrook contends that a conclusion may be drawn concerning 

Dick' s treatment of empathy in the novel: 

Is Deckard really human? Dick' s disconcertingly catholic answer curiously 

recalls Sartre's existentialist ethics-- we are defined not by species or by 

chemical constitution but by actions, and the act in question is our ability to 

empathize with the other by recognizing the originality of the replicas of 

myself .. . Insofar as it has a moral, the moral of Androids? is [that] human 

beings are members of a community, not separate selves at war with one 

another. (Easterbrook 28-9) 

Like the narrator of Samuel Beckett's The Unnamable, the survivors ofnuclear desolation 

in Androids have no choice but "to go on," but the understanding they display for "others" 

as they do so will determine whether they survive or sink into the suicidal "tomb world" of 

selfishness, hostility, and apathy. 
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Dr. Bloodmoney 

In an excerpt from his Exegesis half mockingly titled "The Ultra-Hidden (Cryptic) 

Doctrine: The Secret Meaning ofthe Great System of Theosophy ofthe World, Openly 

Revealed for the First Time," Dick underscores the ethical imperative behind empathl . 

Dick contends that true empathy must be unselfish -- an "entirely gratuitous good act, 

done out of unpremeditated and hence spontaneous free will, in contrast to programmed 

works of deterministic duty" (340). Because any element of "analogic ideation 

(Ratiocination)," can taint an act of empathy, such an act cannot be performed in the light 

of favorable outcome. It must be disinterested. Dick reveals ethics as a primary literary 

concern, with each novel showing the clash between ethical theory and painful reality. No 

outcome forces Dick into a cynical repudiation of empathy and its ethical imperative. 

Dick' s emphasis on maintaining empathy for "others," especially "abnormal" 

others, generates many of his memorable characters. In The Penultimate Truth and The 

Simulacra, politics takes precedence over the novels' thin characters, and readers cannot 

understand their actions emotionally -- only philosophically. The shallow evil of such 

antagonists as Captain Franco in "Wub" may suffice for a vignette, but even the short SF 

novels common to the 1950' s and 1960's buttress Dick's views on empathy. 

With the possible exceptions ofV ALIS and The Transmigration of Timothy 

Archer, Dr. Bloodmoney contains Dick's most fully-rendered characters. Whereas most 
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of his sixties novels are no longer than fifty thousand or sixty thousand words, this novel 

has the length Dick needed in order to show his major characters in more than two

dimensional glimpses (Frankel 308). Though the cause of the nuclear devastation that has 

occurred in Bloodmoney remains unspecified as in Androids, Dick does go deeply into the 

lives of nine principal characters before, during, and after an "Emergency" that unhinges 

their stable lives. Presenting several characters in great detail, the novel persists in memory 

not as the tale of one or two individuals, but the story of a community. Dick states that 

this novel has "no supermen" and "no heroic deeds" ("Introduction to Dr. Bloodmoney 

303). By focusing instead on a community, Dick places empathy and cooperation (as well 

as his signature, multiple-viewpoint style) at the core of the novel. 

The mid-sixties Berkeley setting ofBloodmoney conveys at once Stuart 

McConchie's safe daily routine: 

Early in the bright sun-yellowed morning, Stuart McConchie swept the 

sidewalk before Modem TV Sales & Service,· hearing the cars along 

Shattuck A venue and the secretaries hurrying on high heels to their offices, 

all the stirrings and fine smells of a new week, a new time in which a good 

salesman could accomplish things. He thought about a hot roll and coffee 

for his second breakfast, along about ten. He thought of customers whom 

he had talked to returning to buy, all of them perhaps today, his book of 

sales running over, like that cup in the Bible. @loodmoney 7) 

Like Alf Cardossi in "Roog," Stuart McConchie possesses no inkling of the threat beyond 

the "bright sun-yellowed morning"-- of the orbiting nuclear bombs that will rain upon this 
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peace in the afternoon. Dick suffuses the setting with images of great prosperity that 

further entrench the characters ' confidence in their own security. Such a degree of 

economic stability fosters in McConchie a sense of self-sufficiency relatively unassailable 

by the vagaries of fate. This limited view of the unexpected will come into sharp focus 

after the devastation when we witness McConchie scavenging for now-useless currency 

despite his awareness of its worthlessness in the aftermath ofthe disaster. 

The failure of currency is a cliche of post-holocaust fiction, but it acquires meaning 

within Dick' s empathy motif In Bloodmoney as in other novels and films of this sub

genre, new forms of currency will emerge, but Dick questions whether humans will 

continue to allow the valued object to interfere with the process of empathy. Dick's 

posthumously published essay titled "Strange Memories of Death" relates a story from one 

of his infrequent periods of relative wealth. Witnessing the eviction of an elderly woman 

(referred to as the "Lysol Lady") from his building, Dick observes: 

What I can't get out of my mind is the notion that my fate is tied to that of 

the Lysol Lady. A fiscal entry in the computer at Mutual Savings divides 

us and it is a mythical division: It is real only so long as people such as 

South Orange Investments -- specifically South Orange Investments -- are 

willing to agree that it is real. It seems to me to be nothing more than a 

social convention, such as wearing matching socks. In another way, it's 

like the value of gold. The value of gold is what people agree on, which is 

like a game played by children. "Let' s agree that that tree is-third base." 

(42) 
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The notion that a fiction of monetary worth ("an agreement palpably childish and 

irrational"[ 42]) could so profoundly influence "kinetic" existence horrifies Dick; and in the 

climactic moments of Bloodmoney, perceived wealth will reach its limit when measured 

against the perceived value of life itself 

Dick 's emphasis on the connections binding the fates of all humans (all of Earth in 

Androids) lends Bloodmoney its cohesiveness and its power. Manifested as symbiosis, the 

empathy in Bloodmoney has been discussed by the critics: 

Perhaps the novel can better be described as offering some small hope that 

a future is possible -- if we are willing to learn spiritual values as we cross 

over the late twentieth century sea of economic and political violence. The 

little group gathered in Berkeley at the novel's end have finally discovered 

how necessary sharing and cooperation and love are if they are to survive. 

(Warrick 83) 

All the characters are sympathetic, at least to some degree. No one is 

unflawed; all succumb to pettiness. The force of good arises, not from any 

single person, but from the universal tendency of life to persist and grow. 

It is as if we need them all-- even Bluthgeld --to understand humanity. 

(Mackey 62) 

After the awful period directly following the war ... the very small 

communities that reform are as close to a utopia as we ever get in Dick's 

work; it is a Jeffersonian pastoral in marked contrast to the dystopian 

nightmares that fill most ofhis novels. (Robinson 77-8) 
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Yet these observations merely allude to the importance of this theme. In my reading, while 

Dick expresses concern over technological growth in a capitalistic society, Bloodmoney 

subordinates abstract socio-political theory to conduct a closer analysis of human 

interactions and the emotions that guide them. 

Contrary to critical consensus, the pre-holocaust world of Bloodmoney is not 

entirely dystopian. The burgeoning activity along Berkeley' s Shattuck Avenue witnesses 

the beginning of an average business day in "another good year, booming from the start, 

where America got bigger and stronger and everybody took more home" (7-8). The 

businesses themselves (Jim Fergesson's Modem TV, Edy' s Candy Store, Doctor 

Stockstill's psychiatry practice, Fred's Fine Foods, McCrady's "little store" of jewelry) 

idealize the American small business, from the absence of any large corporate presence 

down to the Modem TV salesperson Stuart McConchie's morning task of sweeping the 

sidewalk. Jim Fergesson, McConchie' s boss, maintains a paternalistic control over his 

employees while they are on the clock, but he also has a reputation for "trying to do right 

by all the minority groups in the world" ( 19). A noted employer of minorities at a time 

when such behavior was unfashionable (McConchie is black, and Fergesson' s newest hire 

is handicapped), Fergesson also is "a member of the American Civil Liberties Union and 

the NAACP and the Help for the Handicapped League" (20). Each character may 

occasionally exhibit disdain for other groups, but the overall atmosphere along Shattuck 

A venue before the holocaust is one of prosperity and integrity with room for growth and 

greater understanding. 
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This particular day is also distinguished by hopefulness of the launch of the first 

couple to colonize Mars. Dick sparks our caution by referring to the launching pad death 

of Henry Chancellor and the fatal Russian attempt to colonize the moon; yet this Mars 

mission emanates hope. Soon to become a principal character in post-holocaust 

California, Bonny Keller offers a description of the Mars colonist, Walt Dangerfield: 

Bonny admired him; Dangerfield was no punk, no crewcut-haired young 

blond automaton, hacking away at the Air Force' s newest task. Walt was a 

real person, and no doubt that was why NASA had selected him. His 

genes -- they were probably stuffed to overflowing with four thousand 

years of culture, the heritage of mankind built right in. Walt and Lydia 

would found a Nova Terra ... there would be lots of sophisticated little 

Dangerfields strolling about Mars, declaiming intellectually and yet with 

that amusing trace of sheer jazziness that Dangerfield had. (30) 

Coupled with his importance as a unifying force after the bombs fall , this prevailing public 

notion ofWalt Dangerfield suggests a fairly hopeful, broad-minded space initiative with 

concerns beyond conquest and defense. 

Though all of the day' s characters and events are tainted with selfishness and fear, 

Dick's exposition of Berkeley also dramatizes moments of camaraderie: "the television 

repair store matches almost exactly the one where Phil worked in Berkeley [the street 

address is even the same] and Phil ' s boss Herb Hollis was very much like the store owner 

Jim F ergesson" [Warrick 84] . There is obviously a degree of fondness for that time and 
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place. The mood is neither dystopian, nor utopian; Dick' s characters aspire, make life

threatening mistakes, and ultimately strive to continue, to go on. 

Ironically, the characters whose lives improve after the disaster will pose the 

greatest threats to reconstruction. Of two such characters, Dr. Bruno Bluthgeld 

(Bloodmoney) represents the greatest risk. Through the thoughts and comments of other 

characters, Dr. Bluthgeld (known as Jack Tree to some) is revealed as the force behind the 

novel ' s nuclear disaster as well as an earlier "accidental" fallout in the upper atmosphere 

that resulted in the births of numerous mutated babies called phoces. Aside from a 

paranoid fear that someone will discover his role in the first "accident," Bluthgeld's 

motivation for initiating this holocaust is never given. Bluthgeld's role in the Manhattan 

Project and the sudden emergence of suggest Bluthgeld's God complex; single-handedly, 

he brings about a judgment day of his own. 

Bluthgeld' s megalomania prevents the reader from identifYing with the novel ' s title 

character, which may provide a key to the novel's ethical statement. We rarely see 

Bluthgeld in conjunction with the novel's other characters; he is a force, more than a 

character. Only Bonny Keller is aware of the true identity of"Jack Tree," and her 

attempts to protect him from retaliation from those who also become aware of Biuthgeld 

will reveal an empathetic side to her otherwise unemotional character. Bluthgeld' s final 

attempt to eradicate humanity in the conclusion will also strengthen the community and 

help to eradicate a prejudice against the phoce named Hoppy Harrington, Bluthgeld' s 

destroyer. 
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Like Bluthgeld, Hoppy Harrington will fall prey to his own obsession with power, 

but Dick 's characterization ofHoppy before the war tempers our judgment and allows us 

to feel some empathy for him. Deformed by his mother' s use of thalidomide during 

pregnancy, Hoppy has flipper-like appendages that draw ridicule from the Christian 

community of his childhood. The opening chapters ofBloodmoney portray Hoppy as a 

victim of his own appearance -- a victimization he copes with through a tenacious drive to 

succeed and a healthy sense of humor: 

"My dad used to carry me around on his back, in a sort of knapsack. Like 

a papoose." He laughed uncertainly. 

"I see," Fergesson said. 

"That was up around Sonoma," Hoppy said. "Where I grew up. We had 

sheep. One time a ram butted me and I blew through the air. Like a ball." 

Again he laughed; the two repairmen regarded him silently, both of them 

pausing in their work. 

'Til bet," one of them said after a moment, "that you rolled when you hit 

the ground." 

"Yes," Hoppy said, laughing. They all laughed, now, himself and 

Fergesson and the two repairmen; they imagined how it looked, Hoppy 

Harrington, seven years old, with no arms or legs, only a torso and head, 

rolling over the ground, howling with fiight and pain -- but it was funny; he 

knew it. He told it so it would be funny; he made it become that way. (25) 
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In addition to his disarming humor, Hoppy' s new repairman's job at Modern TV reveals a 

growing psychic talent that will also allow him to overcome his handicap. Despite 

Hoppy' s efforts to achieve parity with other people, he remains a victim of prejudice 

before, during, and after the holocaust. 

Hoppy' s seems normal in comparison to the mutations created by nuclear fallout. 

Rats have begun working in groups and some mutated cats have been sighted with crude 

weapons that they have fashioned themselves. Bluthgeld keeps a guard dog whose vocal 

chords and linguistic understanding allow it a rudimentary capacity for speech. Dick' s 

most original extrapolations, however, are the "phoces": 

Now, of course, one saw many phoces, and almost all of them on their 

'mobiles, exactly as Hoppy had been, placed dead center, each in his own 

little universe, like an armless, legless god. The sight still repelled Stuart, 

but there were so many repellent sights these days ... it was one of many 

and certainly not the worst. What he objected to the most, he had decided, 

was the sight of symbiotics ambling along the street : several people fused 

together at some part of their anatomy, sharing common organs. It was a 

sort ofBluthgeld elaboration of the old Siamese twins 0000 He had seen as 

many as six joined. And the fusions had occurred -- not in the womb -- but 

shortly afterward. It saved the lives of imperfects, those born lacking vital 

organs, requiring a symbiotic relationship in order to survive. One 

pancreas now served several people ... it was a biological triumph. ( 130-

31) 
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Dick ' s vision of such "symbiotics" is horrifying, but when we consider the emphasis on 

cooperation and empathy in Bloodmoney, these entities suggest also the symbiotic 

cooperation humans require to survive in bleak times. 

Finally, the presence of such "symbiotics" suggests that the future will require a 

degree of cooperation that we can barely conceive today -- a kind of cooperation that may 

violate preconceptions about individuality and self-sufficiency. No doubt some ofDick's 

readers, like McConchie, believe such "imperfects should simply have been allowed to 

die" ( 131) ); but the work of such medical scientists as Oliver Sacks (author of 

Awakenings and An Anthropologist on Mars) reminds us that the life of any being is a 

series of small steps -- a novel that must be composed one word at a time. Without this 

sense of effort, even feats of great power take on a Bluthgeldian tone and subsequently 

move far away from the shared humanity that "symbiotics" exude. 

Another example of symbiotic relationship is seen in the existence ofEdie and Bill 

Keller. Children ofBonnie Keller's tryst with Andrew Gill during the "emergency," the 

brother and sister share the same body, though not to the same extent. Edie Keller is an 

almost completely "normal" young girl with a healthy body, but her brother Bill exists as a 

"wizened little homunculus" (284) within her body whose only form of communication is 

his telepathic link with Edie. Bill's existence is repeatedly dismissed as a childish 

imaginary friend until the town Doctor Stockstill examines Edie. Unlike Bonnie Keller 

and the others, Stockstill has expanded his definition of life to include such anomalies; and 

while discussing Bill's existence with Edie, his attitude toward such entities changes as 

well : 
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"You take good care of him don't you?" Stockstill said, deeply touched. 

To the girl, it was normal; she had lived like this all her life -- she did not 

know of any other existence. There is nothing, he realized once more, 

which is "outside" nature; that is a logical impossibility. In a way there are 

no freaks, no abnormalities, except in the statistical sense. This is an 

unusual situation, but it ' s not something to horrifY us; and this is one form 

which life takes. There' s no special pain here, no cruelty or suffering. In 

fact there is solicitude and tenderness. ( 162) 

A sense of empathy not as transcendent good, but as inescapably good suffuses this scene. 

The empathy demonstrated by Edie and Stockstill will not guarantee them a good life or 

afterlife (as we have observed in the bittersweet fates of empathetic characters like Boris 

the dog in "Roog," Jack in Time-Slip, Chuck in Clans and Rick in Androids). Such 

behavior is not self-interested, but rather constitutes the core of their identities. Because 

they are human, Dick's empathetic characters may be cruel sometimes (as in Edie' s 

mischievous choice of a worm for Bill's first attempt at Wub-like soul-swapping with 

other entities (178)). Yet their behavior ultimately will include consideration for their 

effects upon others. Bluthgeld and Hoppy in the post-nuclear half ofBloodmoney fail due 

to a thirst for power; they fail because they cannot balance "successful" behavior with 

empathetic impulses. 

Hoppy Harrington' s corruption by the novel's conclusion supports this reading. In 

the post-holocaust world, Hoppy' s psychokinetic talents have allowed him to build 

mechanical appendages that allow him in some ways to exceed the capabilities of standard 
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humans. Having excelled to the point of manipulating objects at great distances, Hoppy 

also succeeds in defending himself from a kidnapper determined to force him to work as a 

handyman. Hoppy kills the kidnapper with resounding force that strengthens his own self

confidence, but his confidence develops into megalomania. With an awareness of his 

newfound power, Hoppy determines to dominate the world, a campaign as ridiculously 

juvenile as it sounds. He visibly destroys Bluthgeld (an act of self-defense, because 

Bluthgeld maintains control of more atomic bombs) in order to earn the gratitude ofthe 

townspeople, and to instill fear of his power as well. Hoppy also knows that the daily 

broadcasts of Walt Dangerfield from his solitary capsule orbiting the Earth (the nuclear 

blasts killed Lydia Dangerfield and left Walt stranded in orbit) represent a unifying force 

that must be controlled. In trying to extend his influence beyond the Earth, Hoppy will fall 

victim to Bill Keller's source of survival -- his ability to empathize. 

Employing a device quite similar to the one that saved the Wub, Dick uses Bill 

Keller to suggest that empathic behavior may help humanity survive. Like the Wub, Bill is 

physically vulnerable; chiefly beings of consciousness, their weak physical forms force 

upon them the need for cooperation with other beings. Solitary humans, by contrast, can 

survive, apparently alone, for a greater length of time. Bill differs from the wub in lacking 

its confidence in his own ability. Thus, his consciousness-swapping with Hoppy in the 

novel ' s last struggle is less dramatic and optimistic. No sense of victory fills this scene, 

and appropriately so. Hoppy may have become evil, as Bluthgeld has, but Dick's care in 

showing Hoppy as a person before the "emergency" casts a pall over Bill's transformation 
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that reduces any sense of the triumph. Bill merely acts in his own defense and in defense 

of his sister. 

Critical discussion of Bloodmoney has focused on the novel ' s ambiguous 

conclusion. Bill ' s efforts have saved Walt Dangerfield, but the world ' s unifying voice 

remains stranded in Earth' s orbit with little chance of rescue by the militarized remnants of 

the space program. The people of West Marin County will probably continue to live much 

as they did before the deaths of Bluthgeld and Hoppy, only without Bonnie Keller, 

Andrew Gill, or Doctor Stockstill . Together with McConchie and his boss, Dean Hardy, 

they will attempt to mechanize production of Gill ' s famed cigars and whiskey and found a 

new life for themselves amidst the remains of San Francisco. Those who view the rural 

happiness of West Marin as utopian (Suvin, Jameson, Robinson, and Warrick) overlook 

Dean Hardy' s observations on the violence and racism McConchie experiences in the 

country: "It ' s one of the greatest myths that ever existed, the superiority of the country" 

(Bioodmoney 154). More visibly than utopia, cooperation emerges as Dick' s final vision. 

In spite ofthe flawed human nature that launched atomic bombs, killed McConchie's 

horse, and tried to kill Walt Dangerfield, the spirit of cooperation survives in Bloodrnoney 

as it does in every universe Dick creates. 
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Conclusion 

In the rapidly accelerating, profit-driven American society, there appear to be 

increasingly fewer reasons to recommend an empathic way of life. Exacerbated by a 

media that we often perceive to be a source of reality, we seem to have acquired a sort of 

movie-of-the-week xenophobia-- an intense fear of whichever threat has most recently 

manifested itself, or whichever fear has been most heavily thrust upon us. Though threats 

like faceless terrorism and mass-killer viruses evoke immediate, obvious sensitivity for 

their victims, our preeminent placement of such fears within our consciousness tends to 

weaken our empathic resolve concerning less prominent issues. We begin to accept 

corporate downsizing, eroding educational systems, and a contract with America (an 

Orwellian euphemism for the shift from a "war on poverty" to a "war on the poverty

stricken"). All of this fear strips away our empathy for the victims in such issues, leading 

us to believe that life has somehow become more precarious and that we must stop 

coddling others and start looking out for ourselves. 

Philip K. Dick imagined paranoid society much like those of the 1990's; he 

reminds us that nothing has changed, that our existence has always been tenuous, and that 

security is nothing more than a cruel fiction. His works suggest that human beings must 

take responsibility for our own problems because, to some extent, we are guilty of having 

created them. No outrage is felt by the Jack Bohlens and Rick Deckards as a result of their 
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predicaments. These characters would not survive to the conclusion ofDick ' s novel, 

however, if they had not acted unselfishly at some point. In Dick ' s fiction, characters 

who have lost their ability to empathize with and act in defense of others usually perish or 

fade away among the cross-cutting plots. 

The relentless non-transcendence of Dick' s novels does calls into question his own 

assertion concerning the "survival value" of empathy. In Androids, innocent androids 

perish, while emotionless humans such as bounty hunter Phil Resch go free . Boris the dog 

in "Roog" becomes so disturbed by the end of the story that he seems destined for either 

insanity or death. In Clans, Chuck Rittersdorf has been relieved of a horrible marriage and 

concerns for his own sanity, but only at the considerable expense oflosing his children, his 

newfound love, and his home planet. Despite such grave (and utterly realistic) 

circumstances, Dick never lapses into a cynicism or repudiation of empathic behavior. 

With the same intensity he applies to his interrogation of reality and humanity, Dick asserts 

that empathetic behavior is its own reward. Even such characters as Jack Isidore and 

Chuck Rittersdorf, who are overwhelmed by difficulties, give others the benefit of the 

doubt and take comfort in the thought that they have, at least, done no harm. 

In Dick 's novels, empathy does not signifY compliance with oppression. Dick' s 

stories almost always center on large-scale conflicts affecting whole planets, and the 

decision to abstain from conflict can occasionally yield greater harm. Yet Dick suggests 

empathy as a method of avoiding the shortcuts created by fear, paranoia, revenge, hatred, 

and misunderstanding. The simple attempt to understand the thoughts and feelings of 

others may relieve the need for conflict at times (as it could have in "Roog" and did in 
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Clans); yet even when conflict becomes inevitable, empathy can reduce casualties and 

suffering (as it could have in Androids and in the first half of Bloodmoney), often limiting 

pain to those who created the situation through their own lack of empathy ("Wub," Time

Slip, and the second half of Bloodmoney). Writing in a genre plagued by juvenile and 

simplistic resolutions of conflict, Dick observes how often conflict stems from "palpably 

childish" circumstances. 

The title of this thesis ("Would Lord Running Clam wear Wubfur slippers?") poses 

a question with only one answer. Logically, a slime mold would not wear wubfur slippers 

because a slime mold would not wear slippers at all -- amorphous blobs have no feet. But 

we know Lord Running Clam also would not wear wubfur slippers because his possession 

of caritas would not permit this trivial exploitation and murder of a sentient being. Logic 

is more conclusive, but empathy goes further: it considers the thoughts and feelings of not 

only Lord Running Clam, but the Wub and those who killed it as well. If those shoes were 

made from the same carcass as in "Beyond Lies the Wub," anyone wearing them would be 

walking around in the skin of a dead human, not a dead Wub. It may be more difficult, 

more problematic, and would certainly take longer to derive, but I believe Dick would 

have considered the second approach, through empathy, to offer the best answer. 
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Endnotes 

I . Early Dick novels like Solar Lottery and Eye in the Sky stand out from the rest of his 

oeuvre as a result of their uncharacteristically happy endings. Not surprisingly, these 

novels also garner very little critical attention. 

2. Dick published Martian Time-Slip, The Simulacrum, and Dr. Bloodmoney in 1964. 

3. Dick later identifies the pills as "Dexamye." Though unlisted in current drug guides, 

"Dexamye" suggests a relationship to the generic ingredient "dexamethasone," which is 

used to treat many conditions because of its ability to regulate adrenaline production. This 

capability would coincide with Silvia' s need to be "fully awake" after her phenobarbital 

wears off. Of further interest, dexamethasone creates a "false sense of well-being" as a 

curious side effect (Consumer 321), and the concurrent ingestion of phenobarbital is 

known for "decreasing [dexamethasone' s] effectiveness" (322). 

4. The results work out well for Chuck (determined to be "normal," he will found a new 

clan based in "Thomas Jeffersonburg"), but poorly for Mary (she will live with the Deps in 

Cotton Mather Estates). 

5. "The Exegesis was a journal -- handwritten, for the most part -- at which Dick labored 

night after night for eight years, until his death until 1982 in an attempt to explain 2-3-74 

[the night ofDick' s famed "mystical experience"] to his own satisfaction" (Sutin xix). 
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